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ABSTRACT 

 The purpose of this study was to explore compositional process stages, determine 

aptitude score changes, and examine differences in two groups of secondary-level general music 

students who composed music over eight composition sessions.  One group of students used 

iPads and acoustic instruments and/or voices (technology group) to compose, whereas the other 

group used only acoustic instruments and/or voices (non-technology).  The two groups of 

students were compared using (a) mean scores on pre and post music aptitude testing, (b) mean 

scores of self-reported time engaged at different levels of the creative/composition process, and 

(c) four music experts’ creativity ratings of students’ final composition project.  The results 

indicate that the technology students had several advantages over the non-technology students. 

The technology group’s mean pretest score was lower than the non-technology group, however 

their posttest mean score surpassed the non-technology group.  There were no statistically 

significant differences between the technology and non-technology students in regards to music 

aptitude scores.  There were no differences between the technology and non-technology groups 

for sessions 1 and 2, and sessions 7 and 8 of the compositional process.  However, there was a 

statistically significant difference (at least p < .03 and below) for sessions 3, 4, 5, and 6.  The 

non-technology group spent more time in rehearsal and production, while the technology groups 

spent more time in exploration and development.  Overall, the expert judges rated the technology 

groups’ compositional products higher than the non-technology groups.  The compositional 
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products for the non-technology groups resembled the previous learning experiences in the music 

classroom.   
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the 1960s, the music education community has continually espoused that students 

should be provided with opportunities for creative development (Choate, 1967).  Through 

programs (Contemporary Music Project, Composers in Schools Project), initiatives 

(Tanglewood, The Goals and Objectives Project), and the development of the National Standards 

for Music Education the larger music education community sought to infuse creative experiences 

into music education programs (Andrews, 1970; CMP, 1972; MENC, 1994).  These programs 

and initiatives set ambitious goals for the scope of music programs and outlined what every 

learner should know and be able to do within different musical roles.  Although there has been 

emphasis for the past fifty years on developing the creative capacities of students, 

implementation has received little but lip service (Byo, 1999; Orman, 2002; Strand, 2006).  

Authors have suggested that implementation of creative experiences in music education may be 

staled due to lack of understanding what is and is not a creative experience (Hickey, 2013; 

Odena, 2012; Webster, 2002).  In basic terms, creativity is a process of convergent and divergent 

responses to a problem that produces a product that is original, novel, and appropriate to solve 

the problem (Amabile, 1996, 2012; Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Gardner, 1993; Hickey, 2003; 

Webster, 2002).  Webster (1987, 2003) argues that creative thinking in music is a cognitive 

process that can be applied to many different musical roles such as listening, analysis, 

performance, improvisation, and composing. 
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Music education philosopher Bennett Reimer (2003) noted that, since the implementation 

of the National Standards for music education in 1994, the standards that deal specifically with 

creative endeavors (Standards 3, 4, and 6) are often neglected in the music curriculum.  There is 

concern that by neglecting creative experiences, music educators are failing to provide a 

complete education in music (Webster, 2002).  Teachers and administrators have listed a myriad 

of reasons for not including creative experiences including lack of time (Strand, 2006; Webster, 

1994), lack of resources (Hickey, 1997; Odena, 2001; Strand, 2006;), and lack of training (Byo, 

1999; Odena, 2001; Strand, 2006; Webster, 2002).   

Focusing on the merely the performance aspect of school music experiences led the 

members of the Tanglewood Symposium in 1967 to call for music to be placed at the core of the 

curriculum and to provide experiences for all students (Mark, 1999).  Furthermore, one of the 

basic declarative statements from the Tanglewood report states, “We believe that education must 

have as major goals the art of living, the building of personal identity, and nurturing creativity” 

(Choate 1968, p.  139).  As mentioned earlier, the focus of music education has not been on 

creativity development, but performance development.  This is not to say that students have not 

been engaged in creative endeavors, but they have not been the focus of music instruction.    

Surely, the music education community has changed this trajectory since the 1960s?  

Unfortunately, studies conducted by Byo (1999) and Orman, (2002) both found that instruction 

in composition is occupying very little of the instructional time.  In Orman’s (2002) study, video 

recordings of 30 elementary music teachers’ lessons showed 1.03% of class time focused on 

composing or arranging.  Orman also found teachers dedicated more time composing in lower 

grades, but as the students progressed past the fourth grade, composition experiences diminished.  

Byo (1999) surveyed music teachers and elementary classroom teachers about ease in 
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implementing the National Standards for Music Education.  Both groups of teachers indicated 

that the standards dealing with composition and improvisation were difficult to implement.   

Strand (2006) surveyed music teachers in Indiana about their beliefs related to the 

inclusion of compositional tasks in their music curricula.  Overwhelmingly, respondents voiced 

concerns over taking away from preparing for performances.  One respondent stated that, 

“Performance has to come first” (Strand, 2006, p. 7).  It is not surprising that music teacher’s 

instructional emphasis would be focused on performance.  With the demands providing 

performances for the community, music teachers are forced to focus on the product and not the 

process of learning (Mark 1996).   

Former MENC President and chair of the National Standards Committee Paul Lehman 

(2000), acknowledged that the focus of performance classes should be performance.  However, 

music teachers should use the other standards to strengthen the performance.  An informal 

survey of articles published in the Journal of Research in Music Education (JRME) during the 

past decade yields 112 of 221 studies focused on performance in some way (singing or playing 

instruments); only 3 of 221 studies dealt specifically with composition.  Making the focus of 

music instruction only the attainment of performance and technical skills will not help music 

students develop creative and critical thinking skills that leads to aesthetic judgment (Webster, 

1994).  Research has shown that performance does not suffer when instructional goals focus on 

creative endeavors (Riley, 2006).   

There is a growing body of literature that indicates students engaging in music 

composition are able to experience music in ways that are not available to them in performance 

or analytical study (Burnard, 2006; Kachub & Smith, 2009; Hickey, 2013).  Composition in the 

music classroom can be a powerful tool for students to apply and demonstrate what they know 
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(Burnard & Younker, 2002; Wiggins, 2003).  When students compose, they are actively 

engaging with music to show that they do not only know about music, but that they know within 

the music (Reimer, 2003).  Past research indicated students engaging in music composition 

experiences use the experience to create meaning and establish an artful narrative (Burnard, 

2006; Gromko, 2003).  Engagement in the composition process allows students to think in sound 

to solve musical problems (DeLorenzo, 1989; Hickey, 2003; Webster, 2002; Wiggins, 2002).   

With school systems striving to prepare all students to be college and career ready, music 

education that focuses only on performance skills may become obsolete.  The original 

Tanglewood Symposium reported that only 20% of America’s students were participating in 

performing ensembles (Choate, 1967).  Thirty years later, Williams (2007) reported very similar 

numbers, indicating that little has changed.  By focusing only on the 20% that take performance 

classes rather than the masses, the music education profession risks making performance based 

music teaching and learning a frill that could be considered non-important in belt-tightening 

economic times (Mark, 1996).  In the current economic and educational climate, music 

instruction has been cut, total instructional time has been lost, and schools have moved to a more 

integrated curriculum to reinforce math and reading skills (Beveridge, 2010).  While composition 

may not be the solution to these decades long problems, it can provide an alternate basis for 

music education in schools. 

Technology 

While not a panacea, several authors indicated that technology would provide teachers 

with the tools to adequately provide varied music experiences to all students (Crow, 2006; Airy 

and Parr, 2001; Webster & Hickey, 2006).  In general education research, Hew and Brush (2006) 

examined research from 1994-2006 and found that several barriers still remain to technology 
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integration in classrooms, including resources, knowledge and skills, institution attitudes and 

beliefs, assessment, and subject culture.  Music education researchers (Jinright, 2003; Taylor, 

2003) reported similar results in surveys of music teachers.  Taylor (2003) surveyed music 

teachers throughout the Untied States and found that 60% percent of music teachers indicated 

that they could not use technology in their classrooms.  Jinright (2003) surveyed music teachers 

in Alabama, Georgia, and Florida and found that 80% of teachers indicated that they could not 

use technology in their teaching.  However, 93.9% of respondents in Taylor’s study were willing 

to learn about technology integration.  It seems that if teachers had the skills and equipment they 

would probably use technology in their teaching.  Furthermore, Taylor reported that 80% of the 

teachers in his study indicated that technology could definitely be used to teach learning to 

compose, listening to music, learning to perform rhythmic patterns, learning to read music 

notation, and learning music terms.   

Even with barriers to integration, researchers repeatedly reported that technology is 

useful in musical experiences that lead to creative development (Folkestad, et al, 1997, 1998; 

Hewitt, 2006, Hickey, 1995, 1997, 2013; Reynolds, 2005; Seddon & O’Neill, 2001; Stauffer, 

2001, 2003).  Specifically, using technology in music composition provides students with 

experiences that mirror their musical world (Airy & Parr, 2001; Mellor, 2008).  Airy and Parr 

(2001) reported that students with limited formal musical experiences indicated that using 

technology allowed them to make musical decisions and feel like musicians.  Mellor (2008) 

observed similar findings and reported that the technology enabled students to create music that 

more closely resembled the music they chose for listening. 

Technology enables students who are not enrolled in performance ensembles to fulfill 

musical roles (Hewitt, 2009; Hickey, 1997; Seddon & O’Neill, 2003; Webster, 2003).  As 
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reported earlier, the Tanglewood Symposium (Choate, 1967) reported that performance 

ensemble only served 20% of secondary students in the 1960s.  In a presentation at the 

Technology and Music Education Symposium at the University of Minnesota, Williams (April, 

2007) described non-performance students as: 

“…a student in grades 7-12 who does not participate in a school’s traditional performing 

ensembles, may have a music life completely independent of school music, may or may 

not play an instrument (if so, it will most likely be drums, guitar, or singing), reads very 

little if any music notation, and may be unmotivated academically or a source of 

discipline problems” (Williams, 2007, p. 2). 

This description adequately describes the majority of secondary general music students in the 

United States.  The course offerings for students not enrolled in a performance-based class is 

very limited.  Often the courses offered to students not enrolled in band, choir, orchestra have no 

relationship to the musical world students engage in outside of school (Airy & Parr, 2001; 

Williams, 2012).    

Ironically, general music students without performance education training may be at an 

advantage in creative composition endeavors.  In several studies, instrumental music training has 

been observed as detrimental to the composition capacities of secondary-level students (Hewitt, 

2009; Seddon & O’Neill, 2001; 2003).  The students who received specialized instrumental 

training in music spent less time in the exploration of the composition process and the 

compositions they created were bound by their perception of musician roles, which were based 

on their performance-based education (Seddon & O’Neill, 2003).   

Although research supports that technology can be used as a powerful tool in the 

composition process, there has been very little work to show its effectiveness as a treatment to 
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determine if it would be better for composing versus a more traditional approach of paper and 

pencil.  However, one study did investigate this.  In a study of two groups of elementary students 

composing, Kuehne, Lundstrom, and Walls (2011) found no significant differences in the 

musical achievement between students who used technology to compose and students who used 

paper and pencil.  Though there were no significant differences, one of their most salient 

findings was that the students that used technology rated their experiences higher on every level.   

It may be a great benefit to music educators to engage their students with technology for 

every musical role found in the National Standards (Reimer 2003; Williams, 2012).  

Furthermore, the most recent addition of the National Core Arts Standards (NAfME, 2014a, 

2014b) includes several key strands that make it apparent that music can be learned in a variety 

of different ways, including through music composition-music theory and music technology.  

Gardner and Davis (2013) label the current generation as digital natives because their lives 

encompass a use of technology that is unlike their teachers and parents.  Modern students engage 

with music and technology in ways unimagined just a few years ago.  Students no longer need to 

be in a community or school choir, band, or orchestra; they can use technology to create music 

that is relevant to their world (Airy & Parr, 2001; Mellor, 2008; Williams, 2012).   

Statement of the Problem 

The development of the National Standards for Music Education (1994) provided music 

educators a clear set of expectations for what every child should be able to do and know about 

music by high school graduation.  The reality has been that several of the standards have been 

neglected in favor of standards that are performance oriented (Byo, 1999; Ormond, 2002; 

Reimer, 2003; Strand, 2006).  The narrowing of the music education curriculum has also focused 

on only about 20% of the overall student population (Choate, 1967; Williams, 2007).  It appears 
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through the new National Core Arts Standards (SEADAE, 2014), in conjunction with the 

National Association for Music Education (NAfME), there has been a push to change the ways 

music educators teach, and the ways students learn music.  Through focusing on four main areas 

(creating, performing, responding, connecting), and including a variety of different learning 

environments in music (general music, composition-music theory, music traditional and 

emerging ensembles, music harmonizing instruments, music technology), these new core 

standards attempt to show students can learn music in many different settings, rather than only in 

ensembles or general music.  Though the National Core Arts Standards are new as of March 

2014, they support new and innovative ways for learning music.  

Through the advancement of technology, music educators may have an avenue to explore 

neglected standards in new ways.  In addition, students enrolled in a course not geared toward 

performance may be able to use technology to experience music in ways that were unavailable 

and ultimately impossible unless the student possessed technical facilities to play an instrument 

or sing in a choir.  In response to this need and the promise of the newly developed core 

standards, the focus of this study is to examine how students compose when given two different 

mediums, using technological and acoustic instruments and/or voices versus using acoustic 

instruments and/or voices.  In addition, a secondary focus is to provide ways technology might 

make it possible for students to compose music. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to explore compositional process stages, determine 

aptitude score changes, and examine differences in two groups of secondary-level general music 

students who composed music over eight composition sessions.  The first group was the non-

technology group (control group) and they used acoustic instruments and/or voices.  The second 
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group was the technology group (experimental group) and they used iPads (applications with 

instrument sounds) and acoustic instruments and/or voices.  The non-technology group and 

technology group were each comprised of three sub-groups with 4-5 students in each group (a 

total of 6 groups).  There were three non-technology groups and three technology groups.  Each 

group of 4-5 students collaboratively worked together to compose music.   

Data collected for this study included: (a) pre- and posttest scores using the Advanced 

Measure of Music Audiation (AMMA) (Gordon, 1989), (b) students’ self-reported time engaged 

at different levels of the creative/composition process, and (c) four music experts’ creativity 

ratings of students’ final composition project.  The data collection instruments are described in 

detail in Chapter 3.  Finally, and more specifically, the three research questions for this study are: 

1. What will students' AMMA tonal, rhythm, and total scores be before and after 

participating in eight compositional sessions using either acoustic instruments and/or 

voices or using iPads (applications with instrument sounds) and acoustic instruments 

and/or voices, and will there be significant differences in the following three areas?	  

a. Control group’s (non-technology) pre- and posttest tonal, rhythm, and total 

AMMA scores versus the experimental group’s (technology) pre- and posttest 

tonal, rhythm, and total AMMA scores. 

b. Change in control group’s (non-technology) pre- to posttest tonal, rhythm, and 

total AMMA scores. 

c. Change in experimental group’s (technology) pre- to posttest tonal, rhythm, and 

total AMMA scores. 

2. During eight composition sessions, what will students’ self-report regarding their own 

and their groups’ compositional process scores, and will there be any significant 
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differences between the control (non-technology) group’s scores versus the experimental 

(technology) group’s scores?  

3. Regarding specific music characteristics, global considerations, and overall reactions, 

what will expert music educators’ rate compositions from the control group (non-

technology) and the experimental group (technology), and will there be any significant 

differences in expert music educators’ ratings of compositions from the control group 

(non-technology) versus compositions from the experimental group (technology)? 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

 This section focuses on the literature that is most applicable for this study.  While there is 

a large amount of creativity research, some of it does not relate to this project, or does not relate 

to music, or the musical compositional process.  There is an abundance of research directly 

related to this study.  This chapter presents this research.  

Overview 

This study compared the process and products of two groups of secondary students 

engaged in a composition experience using technology and acoustic instruments.  This chapter 

focuses on several areas related to music composition.  The first area, creativity, is an important 

one to understand, both conceptually and historically.  Composition in its most concrete sense is 

a creative endeavor, though some may argue that not all compositions are creative (Barrett, 

2003).  Understanding this development is key.  Another area covered is research on contexts of 

musical composition, which can be divided by type, age levels, and whether it was done with or 

without electronic or computer help.   

Creativity 

The literature on creativity encompasses many different fields of study and ultimately has 

led to confusion about what it means to be creative (Odena, 2001 & 2012; Hickey, 2012; 

Webster, 2002).  One reason for this may be that the term creative can be used to describe 

personality traits, thinking styles, behaviors, a place or environment, or a product (Hickey, 
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2003).  Authors generally agree that novelty and originality are distinguishing features of 

creative endeavors (Amabile, 1996; Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Gardner, 1993; Reimer, 2003; 

Hickey, 2003; Webster, 2013).  However, caution must be taken, especially when considering 

creative products.  DeLorenzo (1989) and Wiggins (2003) both state that being different does not 

automatically equal creative; a product must be useful, valuable, and appropriate for the problem 

presented.  According to Richardson (1983) and Running (2008), research and writing on 

creativity can fall into several different categories: historical, philosophical, theoretical, or 

empirical.  This study is concerned with the creative process, specifically of secondary students 

during a music composition project.  With this in mind, the literature reviewed will focus on 

creativity as applied to music composition.    

Guilford Five-step Model 

Guilford’s (1950) keynote speech to the American Psychological Association is seen as a 

major turning point in the study of creativity and creative behavior (Hickey, 2003, 2013; 

Webster, 2002).  Guilford argued that researchers and educators failed to emphasize divergent 

thinking’s role in the process of creativity, and therefore the study of creativity was lacking.  His 

keynote speech propelled researchers to systematically study creative behavior (Deliege & 

Richelle, 2006; Hickey, 2013; Webster, 2002).   

Guilford developed a theory of creativity based upon the ability to solve problems using 

divergent thinking (Richardson, 1983).  A cornerstone of his theory was divergent thinking or the 

ability to find an infinite number of answers to a problem (Guilford, 1977).  His work studying 

intelligence and creativity lead him to develop a five step Problem-Solving Model.  The five 

steps are (1) awareness of the problem, (2) structuring the problem to decide the kinds of 

information needed to solve, (3) fluctuation between convergent and divergent thinking to 
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develop ideas for a solution, (4) period of evaluation for the conceptualization of the problem’s 

suggested solutions, and (5) archiving of information for later problems.  The steps of Guilford’s 

model do not happen in isolation.  Motivation, temperament, and the environment constantly 

influence them.   

Philosophical Views on Creativity 

Bennett Reimer (1989 & 2003) places creativity as an important goal of music education.  

He agrees there are general characteristics of creativity such as imagination, originality, and 

divergence but they do not exist until “manifested in some particular way” [emphasis original] 

(Reimer, 2003, p.  109).  For Reimer the number of musical roles in each culture determines the 

different musical creativities required.  Each musical role necessitates its own creativity 

education.  Reimer (2003) argues that music composition is a meaning making enterprise.  This 

belief is consistent in the music education literature related to composition (Burnard, 1999, 

Stauffer, 2001, 2003; Wiggins, 2003).  Music education should include composition experiences 

and students should be taught to employ composition creativity to other musical roles.  

Webster (1987, 1990, 2002, 2003) also determines that creativity can be applied to 

different roles in music.  Based on 30 years of work on creative thinking in music, Webster 

defines creativity from a music education frame as, “the engagement of the mind in the active, 

structured process of thinking in sound for the purpose of producing some product that is new for 

the creator” (2002, p.  26).  He has developed a model for creative thinking in music that will be 

discussed further later.  He notes in his writing of the influence of Csikszentmihalyi (1996) on 

his definition and application of creativity in music education (Webster, 2003).   

The work of Csikszentmihalyi (1996) has been used in the music education literature as a 

basis for explaining creativity (Reimer, 2003) and the creative process (Webster, 2002).  
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Csikszentmihalyi (1996, p.  28) defines creativity as, “any act, idea, or product that changes an 

existing domain, or that transforms an existing domain into a new one…what counts is whether 

the novelty he or she produces is accepted for inclusion in the domain."  The cultural rules the 

individual operates within and the social influence of peers is important to Csikszentmihalyi’s 

view of creativity.   

Csikszentmihalyi’s Systems Model of Creativity (1986) draws on historical and 

sociological dimensions.  He suggests that creativity is interplay of domain, field, and person.  

The domain (e.g.  music) represents shared knowledge of a culture and is symbolic of the culture 

or humanity as a whole.  The field includes, what Csikszentmihalyi calls, gatekeepers of the 

domain.  The gatekeepers are the individuals that are trained in the domain such as music 

teachers, music critics, etc.  He argues that something is only recognized as creative if the 

gatekeepers have selected it for inclusion in the domain.  The person uses the symbols or 

language of the domain to create something novel, original, or new.  The community and domain 

is the incubator of creativity.   

Several authors have recognized that there are two primary views of creativity (Amabile, 

1996, 2012; Elliot, 1996; Hickey, 2013; Odena 2012; Richardson, 1983; Reimer, 2003; Running, 

2008).  One view can be described as the traditional, historical, or Big-C creativity.  This type of 

creativity focuses on products of creative behavior such as paintings or musical compositions 

made by composers or artists recognized by their community.  These individuals have created 

works that are monumental and survived over time (Elliot, 1996; Gardner, 1986; Reimer, 2003).  

This type of creativity is much like Csikszentmihalyi’s (1986) Systems Model of Creativity.   

Gardner (1993) has also written extensively about Big-C creativity.  He based his ideas of 

creativity on the small group of creative geniuses, “who regularly solves problems, fashions 
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products, or defines new questions in a domain in a way that is initially considered novel but that 

ultimately becomes accepted practice in a particular cultural setting” (p.  35).  Through 

examining works and writings by historical figures such as Mozart, Einstein, and Darwin, 

Gardner examined the social and historical changes they contributed to their domains.  Gardner 

(1993) writes, “There is a sense—for which I do not apologize—in which this study of creativity 

reflects the ‘great man/great woman’ view of creativity,” (p.  37).   

Elliot (1996) also espouses a great man/great woman creative framework in his paraxial 

music philosophy.  His view of creativity is what he calls a “head and shoulders approach,” (p. 

215) where the present stands on the shoulders of the greats that came before.  He uses work by 

Csikszentmihalyi (1986) to validate his view of creativity.  Elliot (1996) ascertains that there is 

no such thing as the creative process.  Creativity does not move in a linear fashion and can only 

develop while building musicianship.  Teachers help develop musical creativity concurrently 

with music performance as coaches and mentors at the earliest stages of development (Barrett, 

2005).  Elliot determines that, “musical creativity and musicianship are mutually interdependent 

and interactive” (p. 227).  Teaching environments should be designed to model real music 

cultures of the adult musical world.  In Elliot’s view competent or proficient musicianship is a 

prerequisite before someone can be creative or create a creative product (Barrett, 2005).  

Children are incapable, in Elliot’s view, to be creative because they have not attained proficient 

levels of musicianship (Barrett, 2005).    

A second view of creativity has been called, new, ordinary, or Little-c creativity 

(Amabile, 1996, 2012; Csikszentmihalyi, 1986; Hickey, 2013, Odena, 2012).  This type of 

creativity focuses on imaginative thinking, displayed in a variety of situations (Hickey, 2003).  

Little-c creativity is a problem solving process that creates a product in the form of a solution 
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(DeLorenzo, 1989).  Like Big-C creativity, Little-c creativity manifests novelty and originality 

but often it does not change the domain (Amabile, 2012).  This creativity is related to the 

psychological construct of imaginative thinking and can be displayed in any pursuit, including 

within the classroom (Odena, 2012).  Caution must be advised against comparing Little-c 

products against Big-C rules (Odena, 2012; Reimer, 2003).  It is unreasonable to compare 

creativity espoused by experts to the creativity demonstrated by students (Barrett, 2005; Odena, 

2012).   

Burnard (2006) suggests there is an explicit qualitative difference between the creativity 

of a child than there is for an adult.  The milieu of the classroom is a place where Little-c 

creativity can flourish. Students engaged in the creative process are working and making 

meaning of their world and work (Stauffer, 2001).  Interacting with children and giving them the 

opportunity to verbalize their thinking will provide a window to their creativity (Burnard, 2006).  

Understanding children’s engagement with the creative process and products is an important first 

step in developing Little-c creativity.   

Amabile (1996, 2012) has focused her work on studies of creative thinking in various 

domains with children and adults.  She developed the Componential Model of Creativity to 

provide a comprehensive view of creativity.  She does not negate Big-C creativity, but finds 

similarities between her model and historical creativity (Amabile, 2012).  The heart of her model 

is a continuum of creativity that spans minimum creativity as observed in everyday tasks to 

optimal creativity that is exhibited in historically significant examples (Amabile, 1996).  The 

difference between the creativity of the greats and ordinary creativity exists in the degree and not 

the kind of creativity.  The model includes five processes that individuals move through, (1) task 

identification, (2) preparation, (3) response generation, (4) response validation, and (5) outcome.  
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Amabile suggests that the creative thinking in any domain involves the intersection of 

motivation, domain knowledge and skills, and creative relevant skills.   

Hickey (2003) adapted Amabile’s (1996) model to reflect musical creativity.  Hickey 

proposes that Amabile’s Componential Model of Creativity is attractive for music educators 

because the model does not focus on creativity that is outside of the realm of a normal music 

classroom.  The classroom can be viewed as a culture consisting of teachers, students, 

administrators, parents, and other community members.  The field is the music shared and 

created in the classroom setting.  The Componential Model of Creativity has also been used as 

the theoretical basis of several research studies in music education (Hickey, 1995, 1997, 2001; 

Hickey and Reese, 2001; Hickey and Webster, 1996; Priest, 2001).   

Reimer (2003, p. 107) states, “It should be made clear that I reject the notion that 

creativity—true creativity—is incapable of being achieved by all people, children included.”  

Reimer seems to agree with Amabile’s (1996) Componential Model of Creativity, that the 

difference between the greats and ordinary exists in degree and not the kind of creativity.  He 

further mentions that by focusing on the degree it democratizes creativity and allows all people 

to be able to be creative.  For Reimer (2003), creative education should be a focus of all music 

educators and music education as a whole.  Each musical role a student engages within should 

provide opportunities for authentic creativity.  The mistake that music educators often make is to 

focus only on emulating the masters or Big-C creativity.  Reimer argues that students should first 

experience Little-c creativity.  Only a fraction of our students will ever experience Big-C 

creativity, but even they must begin with the Little-c creative experiences before they can 

accomplish Big-C creativity.   
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 Deliege and Richelle (2006) cautions that creativity in the domain of music must be 

viewed differently from other disciplines for one key reason.  Creativity in music is different 

than other artistic disciplines due to the transmission of the creative product.  In literature and 

visual arts, the creative product is birthed from the creative individual directly to the receiver.  In 

music, there is generally a three-fold transmission process: composer, performer, and then 

audience.  The addition of the performer can change the creator’s initial intent before the product 

is received.  Deliege and Richelle (2006) advocate that creative behavior takes place on all three 

levels.   

Research on The Creative Process 

 There is no magical formula for what constitutes the creative process (Hickey, 2013).  

Research examining people engaged in creative tasks have observed several enabling skills in the 

creative process.  The use of convergent and divergent thing processes and problem solving 

ability has been cited in the literature (Amabile, 1996; Hickey, 1995; Webster, 1990/2003).   

A hallmark of the creative process seems to be problem finding/solving (DeLorenzo, 

1989; Hickey, 1995, 2003, 2013).  Hickey (2013, p. 10) defines problem finding as, “behavior 

that includes manipulating, exploring, and selecting elements of a problem, and shaping the 

parameters of the problem itself.”  Specifically, problem solving in music education contexts 

require students to think in sound to make musical decisions to a musical problems (Delorenzo, 

1989, Webster, 2002; Wiggins, 2003).  Hickey (1995) observed when studying qualitative and 

quantitative relationships of children’s music thinking process that there is a relationship 

between problem finding behavior and creative output.  Studies in visual arts have observed 

similar findings (Hickey, 2002).   
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The majority of conceptual models of creativity in music education have focused on the 

creative endeavor and left the product as a byproduct of the process of creation.  Graham Wallas 

(1926) was one of the first theorists to develop a model to identify stages of the creative process.  

Although his model is more descriptive in nature and he did not empirically test it, several 

researchers use his model to explain the process of creativity (Burnard & Younker, 2002, 2004; 

Hickey, 1995; Kennedy, 2002; Kratus 1989, 1994; McCord, 1999, 2002).  In his model, Wallas 

outlined four distinct stages of the creative process: (1) preparation, the person gathers 

information and materials; (2) incubation, reflecting on the problem subconsciously; (3) 

illumination, formation of a possible solution; and (4) verification, formulation, assessment, and 

refinement of the solution.   

Webster (2002; 1994; 1990; 1987) has written consistently over time about the process of 

creative behavior in musicians.  Earlier representations of Webster’s (1987) model more closely 

resembled Wallas’ (1926) original four stages.  Webster (2002) argues that the term creativity 

has been misused in music education contexts.  Webster and others (Burnard & Younker, 2002, 

2004; Hickey, 2003, 2013; Stauffer, 2003) use the phrase creative thinking in music to describe 

his vision for creativity.  According to Webster (2002, p.  26), creativity applied to music is “the 

engagement of the mind in the active, structured process of thinking in sound for the purpose of 

producing some product that is new for the creator.”  This process of creative thinking alternates 

between convergent and divergent thinking that can move in stages over time, facilitated by 

intrinsic and learned skills, and by conditions that result in the creation of a final product.   

Webster’s (2002) latest Model of Creative Thinking in Music Education has four stages 

within the creative process: (1) preparation, (2) time away, (3) working through (reflective and in 

the moment thinking), (4) and verification.  The interplay of individual stages occurs in a circular 
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motion that can move in any direction.  This allows the individual engaged in the creative 

process to move between stages, as their work requires.  Webster (2002) notes that he 

purposefully abandoned Wallas’ notion of illumination because he ascertains that illumination is 

a qualitative event that occurs several times throughout the process and not an isolated stage. 

 

Figure 1.  Webster (2002) – Model of Creative Thinking in Music 

 

Wallas’ model focuses on creativity in a general sense and can be applied to many 

different products.  Webster’s model (2002) is designed to encourage creative thinking in music 

that will lead to a variety of musical products including composition, analysis, improvisation, or 

mental representation of music.  The result of both models is a tangible product.  Both of these 

models have served as the basis of research in music education that led to the creation of process 

models for musical compositions (Burnard & Younker, 2002, 2004; Kratus, 1989, 1994; Hickey, 
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1995, 1997; Wiggins, 2003; Younker & Smith, 1996).  The following section will discuss several 

models designed to conceptualize the process of musical composition.   

The Composition Process  

In an effort to understand what children do when they are engaged in composition, 

several researchers designed conceptual frameworks to guide teachers’ understanding (Kaschub 

& Smith, 2006; Kennedy, 2002; Stauffer, 2001; Wiggins, 2003; Younker and Smith, 1996).  

When students compose, they are thinking in sound and attempting to solve a musical dilemma 

(Wiggins, 2003).  One must be cautioned that there is no one way or right way to compose, but 

the frameworks can aid teachers by revealing more about what students understand as they 

compose.   

Based on data collected in nine different elementary classrooms, in six different studies, 

and over ten years, Wiggins’ (2003) frame is a synthesis of themes she observed while children 

composed.  Wiggins observed students composing vocal and instrumental music individually, as 

a whole group, and in small groups.  The frame she proposes has students working alone and 

with others in layers of context that is influenced by shared understanding and interactions.    

According to Wiggins (2003), composing alone or within groups begins with establishing 

working roles in the composition process.  Students must decided who is responsible for each 

instrument/voice part, where that instrument/voice and or person will fit in the overall design of 

the work, and if there is text what will be the subject matter.  Wiggins (1994, 1999/2000) 

observed that when students compose in groups, their social standing in the group heavily 

influences the independent work of each composer.  Once the roles are established and the sound 

sources are identified, students begin inventing the initial musical materials.  Wiggins 

(1999/2000) also observed that students usually approach the composition process as a holistic 
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journey toward a final performance.  The students generally conceive the finished product before 

they perform it.  Interestingly, even when they compose in groups, conceptions of initial musical 

motives are more of an individual act (Wiggins, 1994).  Finally, Wiggins (1999/2000) notes that 

in group composition evaluation takes place throughout the process because of shared 

understanding of what the final product will sound like.   

Once students are satisfied with a musical idea, they begin placing it in the context of the 

whole (Wiggins, 2003).  Again, social influence plays a role; students must negotiate with their 

peers and work with one another to place their parts into the whole.  If the group is not happy 

with the result they often will help rewrite or redirect.  The process of organizing, evaluating, 

revising, and refining continues until there is shared understanding that the product is coming 

together as the group intends.  Once the group has decided that the parts meet their shared vision, 

they then move to a rehearsal phase.  The students will continue to rehearse until they are 

satisfied with the piece or they will move back into other phases of the process.  When the 

students are finished with rehearsing, they move to a phase of performance.  Usually, the 

performance is shared with others outside of the group.  Wiggins (1999/2000, 2003) found that 

when students have unlimited time, they will finish the composition to their satisfaction and not 

necessarily the satisfaction and musical criteria of the teacher.   

 Stauffer’s (2001, 2002, 2003) extensive work studying the process of composition has 

been exclusively with children.  Using a case study approach, Stauffer (2001) focused on how 

one participant (Meg) in a longitudinal study composed using a software program, Making 

Music, installed on a desktop computer.  Making Music is a graphic based program that allows 

the user to manipulate a mouse to draw musical figures.  As noted in earlier studies (Kratus, 

1989, 1994; Webster, 1987), Meg began with a period of exploration.  Instead of one long period 
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of exploration, Meg utilized exploration at different times and in different ways throughout her 

composition process.  At the beginning of her composition journey, Meg used exploration to 

become familiar with the multiple features of the software.  As she gained more experience and 

comfort using the various features, she began exploring with short melodic fragments.  Meg 

would listen to the fragments and then discard, change the timbre, or rewrite part of the fragment 

until what she heard was satisfactory.  As she continued to grow in her composing abilities she 

began using cumulative exploration.  Meg would listen to previous pieces and find inspiration 

for what she was going to do next.  As she matured in the composition process, she was able to 

conceive musical ideas in their entirety. 

 After periods of exploration, Meg would begin developing the material she had created.  

Stauffer (2001) noticed that Meg had specific strategies that she used in the development phase.  

Meg would add to her music in a linear fashion.  She would first listen to the music, then discard 

or accept what she had heard before moving on.  The melodic line was often the anchor of Meg’s 

pieces.  Nothing was added or copied until it was confirmed that it worked with the melody.  As 

Meg gained more experience with composing, she was able to work across different 

compositions and use similar musical gestures within multiple compositions.   

 Stauffer (2001) noticed several areas that the software aided and hindered Meg’s 

compositional ability.  In her early compositions, Meg limited the length of the composition to 

the visible size of the computer screen.  Making Music allows the user to compose up to five 

screens worth of material.  As Meg matured through the composition process, she began using 

all five screens.  Stauffer wondered if Meg were not constrained by the software, would she be 

able to compose more material?  In addition, Stauffer mentioned the importance of listening to 

Meg’s development as a composer.  Changes were only made after listening and then usually 
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only minor changes to background material.  Stauffer also wondered if the 30 minutes time 

constraint limited Meg’s ability to compose.  Meg’s composition process showed a starting point 

(exploration), a mid point (development), and an ending point (Kaschub and Smith, 2006).   

Even though Stauffer’s (2001) work only featured one student, Meg’s compositions 

showed that the more she composed the more she began to think in sound and make musical 

decisions.  The more time she spent composing she moved from more general musical comments 

to specific.  Later work by Stauffer (2002, 2003, 2013) showed similar results.  Listening was 

also an important factor in Meg’s composition process.  The computer allowed Meg to hear 

material she created and then judge its usefulness to the overall design of her composition.     

Based on research with student composers, Kennedy (2002) proposed a composition 

process model with listening as the focus.  She examined the compositional process of four high 

school students.  Two of the students were described as having strong backgrounds in 

performance and music theory and the other two students were less experienced.  Kennedy 

provided the students with a poem to use for the basis of two different composition tasks.  The 

first task used acoustic instruments and the second task was a free form composition that used 

computers with MIDI keyboards.  Kennedy observed that the students spent more time on the 

technology task than the acoustic and that music listening was an important factor in the overall 

composition process.    

Using earlier composition process models by Younker and Smith (1996) and Stauffer 

(2001), Kennedy used her results to generalize a composition model with listening as the central 

focus.  Kennedy’s model has six stages that students engage within while composing.  During 

the first stage, the composer engages with music by listening to a wide variety of music.  The 

second stage is a thinking time where the composer fleshes out ideas for their composition.  
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During this stage, the student is assigned their composition task.  The third stage once again 

engages with music listening to stimulate the student’s thinking and generate ideas.  Kennedy 

proposes that this listening stage will greatly influence the piece they are composing.  In 

addition, listening is encouraged immediately after each composing session.  The fourth stage is 

an experimentation stage to allow students to explore initial ideas and sounds with the focus 

being to listen to more music and improvise as they compose.  The fifth stage focuses on 

development and revision of the composition in progress.  During this phase, the student is also 

encouraged to engage in reflective listening.  The sixth phase has the students engage in 

reflective music listening to complete their composition for presentation.   

Kennedy’s (2002) model encompasses a starting point (exploration), a mid point 

(development), and an ending point.  Both Kennedy (2002) and Stauffer (2001) observed the 

importance of listening to students during the composition process.  However, differences were 

observed between the two studies in the types of listening.  In Stauffer’s study Meg listened to 

what she had created to evaluate and decided what to compose next.  Kennedy’s students used 

music listening to stimulate their thinking and glean ideas. Kennedy and Stauffer indicated that 

listening was important to the overall development of student’s composition process.   

Kaschub and Smith (2009) did not create their own composition process model, but 

rather examined the literature related to composing with students to find similar themes.  One 

area they identified centers around within group interaction.  As students work with others to 

compose, several styles emerge including concurrent (working side-by-side), collaborative 

(working together in all phase), and executive (leader and followers).  They indicate that each 

these composition styles affect both the process and the product.   
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Another area Kaschub and Smith discuss is the overall composition process.  They 

suggest the composition process is mystified due to similar steps being reported and receiving 

emphasis.  Kaschub and Smith (2009, p.  36) state that, “one generalization is abundantly clear: 

the process of composition has a starting point, a midpoint characterized by great activity, and an 

end point marked by the presence of a piece.”  The artistic dialogue between the composer and 

the music being created will impact future decisions in the process, therefore they suggest it is 

difficult to develop one all encompassing composition process model.  

Kaschub and Smith (2009) present a process model with sixteen segments that the 

composer moves in and through.  Initial idea generation often comes as an impulse or inspiration 

based on everyday activities (Barrett, 2001).  After the initial impulse to compose presents itself, 

the student is ready to enter a planning phase.  Often planning is a pre-compositional endeavor 

where composers develop a composition holistically before designing each individual part 

(Folkestad, Hargreaves, & Lindström, 1998; Wiggins, 1994).  During the planning phase 

composers will decide on instrumental or vocal sound sources, how the music will be heard, and 

group composition roles and assignments (Wiggins, 2003).   

Another component of planning is selection of supporting tools and materials.  Several 

researchers have mentioned that this is a key component in the composition process (Burnard, 

1995; Kratus, 2001; Stauffer, 2001; Upitis, 1989).  Tools are usually selected to make composing 

more personally accessible to the composer (Kaschub & Smith, 2009).  The use and type of tools 

is different from novice to expert composer.  The more experience a student has with composing 

the more deliberate they are in selecting tools that will fit their purpose.   

Once roles have been established and tools have been selected, students enter an 

exploration phase to try out sounds.  To the untrained observer, this phase may just seem like off 
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task behavior (Kratus, 1989).  Several researchers have found that exploration is essential to the 

composition process (DeLorenzo, 1989; Kratus; 1989; Stauffer, 1999, 2001; Wiggins, 1994).  

Exploration leads to a phase of idea generation.  During this phase, the composer is working out 

problems and finding solutions (DeLorenzo, 1989; Hickey, 1997).  Webster (2003) notes that 

this is a time where divergent and convergent thinking processes are sorted out.  The ideas that 

students contribute during this phase are extremely important and allow the students to take 

ownership of the process (DeLorenzo, 1989; Ruthman, 2005; Stauffer, 2001). 

The composer then enters a phase of idea testing and selection.  Working out ideas during 

this phase often relies on repetition of musical ideas (Kratus, 1999).  By hearing ideas repeatedly, 

students utilize active listening to make decisions (Kennedy, 2002; Stauffer, 2001).  Students 

composing in groups will use this time to confirm or reject musical ideas and also decide what is 

recycled and reworked (Kaschub, 1997; Wiggins, 2003).   

Once ideas are worked out, the composer must preserve their ideas.  Repetition is one 

method of preservation (Fautley, 2003; Kratus, 1994).  If the composer possesses the skills to 

notate their work, they may use some form of standard notation.  If standard notation is not part 

of the composer’s skill set they may invent their own form of notation that reflects their thinking 

(Barrett, 1997, 2001; Gromko, 2003; Upitis, 1992).  Computers have also made it possible to 

preserve compositions with and without notation (Airy & Parr, 2001; Folkestad, et al., 1997 & 

1998; McCord, 1996, 2002; Kuehne, Lundstrom, & Walls, 2012; Reynolds, 2005; Stauffer, 

2001, 2002, 2003).   

With sounds explored, ideas generated, tested, and preserved the composer is ready to 

assemble the composition product.  Kaschub and Smith (2009) equate this step to putting 

together musical blocks of sound.  In concert with this phase is a phase of verification.  With 
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each addition and evolution of the composition, the composer must evaluate where new material 

fit into the whole.  Several researchers have noted that listening is essential to evaluate 

compositions because composers judge each part against where it fits in the whole (Barrett, 

1996; Kennedy, 2002; Stauffer, 2001; Wiggins, 1992).  Active listening begins a dialogue 

between the composer and composition (Reimer, 1989).  This dialogue will continue until the 

composer determines their piece is complete (Kaschub and Smith, 2009).   

The product will continue to be developed, extended, revised, and edited until the 

composer shares their composition for feedback or performance (Kaschub and Smith, 2009).  

Although Kaschub and Smith treat each of these as separate phases, other authors have suggested 

that they may be interrelated (Kratus, 1989; Webster, 2003).  Stauffer (2001) advises that these 

individual phases may not be observable in novice composers.  During group composition, the 

feedback is immediate and changes made are more direct (Wiggins, 1999/2000), therefore some 

phase of the process may not be observable.  Composers that are also the performers of their 

composition make changes as they rehearse and experience the music from perspective of 

performance (Wiggins, 1992).  Performance of compositions marks a phase of evaluation and 

receiving criticism (Kaschub and Smith, 2009).  Composers will not only evaluate the 

performance and the composition, but also the experience of composing. 

Each of the frameworks or models for composition attempt to describe a process that 

leads to a tangible product.  Similarities where found between all the models even though some 

emphasized certain tasks over others such as listening (Kennedy, 2002).  Some of the models 

described the process in micro stages (Kaschub and Smith, 2009; Kennedy, 2002) and others 

described the process in macro stages (Stauffer, 2001).  It is clear that all the models have 

elements of the original model of creativity proposed by Wallas (1926) and the model of 
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Creative Thinking in Music proposed by Webster (1987, 2003).  Simply, Kaschub and Smith 

(2009) have described the composition process as having a starting point, and midpoint, and an 

ending that leads to a composition.   

Composition Contexts  

 The purpose of composing in music education settings has different meanings depending 

on the context.  For some, teaching music composition is a way to gain and show musical 

understanding (Hickey, 2013; Stauffer, 2001; Wiggins, 2001).  Researchers have found that 

music composition is attainable by a wide range of people and under different conditions 

(Hickey, 1997; Kaschub, 1997; McCord, 2002; Reynolds, 2005; Stauffer, 2001).  Several areas 

must be considered when designing composition experiences in K-12 music classrooms.  Areas 

including developmental characteristics, differences between novice and expert composers, the 

role of the teacher, the development of compositional identity, assessment of compositional 

products, and composing with and with out technology are all contexts that affect the 

compositional process and products in the music classroom.  The following section will discuss 

the contexts for composing in music classrooms.   

Developmental Characteristics of Students Composing 

There is not a clear developmental model of creative or compositional development in 

music, but a few studies have specifically looked at children’s compositions from a 

developmental lens (Hickey, 2003; Kratus 1989, 1994; Reynolds, 2005; Swanwick and Tillman, 

1986; Wilson and Wales, 1995).  Swanwick and Tillman (1986) collected 745 creative products 

from individual and group composition and improvisation tasks.  The products were collected 

from 48 students, ranging from ages 3-14, over a four-year period.  Through an analysis of the 

students’ creative products, Swanwick and Tillman developed a developmental spiral consisting 
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of four levels of musical experience,  (1) materials, (2) expression, (3) form, and (4) value.  

These four levels are considered by Swanwick and Tillman (1986) to be fundamental to musical 

activities and understanding.  The levels begin with simplistic musical interaction and 

manipulation and continue to deepen as the learner maturates and engages in more complex 

musician roles. 

In addition to four fundamental levels of musical experience, Swanwick and Tillman 

(1986) designate layers of music functioning within each level.  At the materials level (ages 0-4), 

students begin to experience sensory responses to music that leads to manipulation of sound to 

create musical patterns and repetition (Swanwick, 2011).  At the expression level (ages 4-9), 

students begin to use sound as a way of personal expressiveness to create elementary phrases and 

gestures (Swanwick, 2011).  Students will begin to create mood and programmatic material that 

eventual leads to composing within the vernacular of their other musical experiences.  At the 

form level (ages 10-15), students begin to compose and perceive expressive shapes and construct 

relationships with elements of music (Swanwick, 2011).  At the value level (ages 15+), students 

begin composing to make symbolic and systematic decisions with the elements of music.  

Student’s compositions show personal identification and commitment to original and 

independent musical thought (Swanwick, 2011).  As students maturate through the spiral, they 

move in cycles of mastery, imitation, and imaginative play finally achieving meta-cognition.  

The student begins each one of the levels with a personal response that transforms to a socially 

shared response towards music (Swanwick, 2011).   
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Figure 2.  Swanwick and Tillman (1986) Developmental Spiral 

 

Kratus (1989) designed a study to examine the use time spent in different levels of the 

compositional process.  Students (N = 60; ages seven, nine, and 10; n =10 boys and n = 10 girls 

from each age group) in his study composed a short melody using an electronic keyboard.  

Specifically, he examined if age, gender, or music proficiency had any bearing on the use of 

exploration, development, repetition, and silence during composition.  Students had 10 minutes 

to compose a melody that used only the piano’s white keys, had a range of a 17th, and began on 

middle C.  He individually recorded the students working through the composition task.  

Independent judges analyzed data and categorized each 5-second interval of the composition as 

being either exploration, development, repetition, or silence.   

The results indicate that maturation has the most significant bearing on strategies in the 

composition process.  The younger children spent the majority of their time in exploration of 
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musical material.  Kratus (1989) suggests that 7-year-old students are not able to switch easily 

between the different levels of the composition process and focus more on holistic composition.  

He suggests that this may be due to their lack of enabling skills as suggested by Swanwick and 

Tillman (1986) and Webster (1986, 2003).  The older children spent their time fluctuating 

between stages.  This finding supports Webster’s (1986, 2003) belief that students do not always 

move in discrete stages, but as new problems arise, they may need to go back to an earlier stage.  

The older students were more focused on the product and completing the task within the 10 

minute time frame.  Kratus suggests that as children maturate they develop more enabling skills 

that allow them to solve musical problems presented. 

In another study by Kratus (1994), he sought to observe if there was a relationship 

between children’s music audiation score and the process and products of their compositions.  

Kratus (1989, 1991) and Swanwick and Tillman (1986) had observed in earlier research that age 

and musical experience had an affect the compositional process and product of children’s 

compositions.  Kratus selected nine-year-old students (N = 40) to complete an individual 

composition task.  Earlier research by Kratus (1989) observed that the youngest age a child can 

compose with meaning was nine.  Each student was administered the Intermediate Measures of 

Music Audiation (Gordon, 1982) to establish individual levels of audiation.  The composition 

task presented to the students mirrored the one he used in an earlier study (Kratus, 1989).  Four 

expert music educators evaluated each student’s compositions.  Two judges evaluated the 

process used during the compositions in five-second intervals examining use of exploration, 

development, repetition, or silence.  Two judges evaluated the compositional product for metric 

and tonal cohesiveness, pattern use, and extensiveness.  Inter-judge reliability ratings were high 
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for both process (exploration r = .88; development r = .83; repetition r = .90; silence r = .95) and 

product (tonal cohesiveness r = .90; metric cohesiveness r = .80). 

Further examination of the results indicates that there is a link between audiation and 

several aspects of creative musical behavior (Kratus, 1994).  In this study, Kratus found that 63% 

of the time students were involved in exploration, which is in contrast to his earlier study that 

observed only 40% of student’s time spent in exploration.  Tonal audiation scores were 

positively correlated with the use of development (r =.34, p < .05), but negatively correlated 

with exploration (r = -.34, p < .05).  Rhythm audiation scores also showed a negative correlation 

to exploration (r = -.43, p < .01).  Kratus suggests that as a student develops greater enabling 

skills to audiate, time in exploration may not be needed.  The development process in 

composition showed a statistically significant (p < .05) positive correlation between composite (r 

=.33) and tonal (r =.34) audiation scores.  Kratus suggests that this finding is intuitive because 

often students must possess greater ability to hear or think in sound to fully develop musical 

ideas.  Based on his findings, Kratus suggests three implications for music education, (1) early 

musical experiences that develop audiation may in turn develop compositional development, (2) 

teachers may be able to use audition scores to individualize student’s compositional experiences, 

and (3) it may be more beneficial for students if teachers focus composition tasks on individual 

skills to improve composing production.   

The first study to examine developmental stages when composing using a desktop 

computer was conducted by Folkestad, Lindström, and Hargreaves (1997).  Specifically, they 

wanted to examine if identifiable characteristics would emerge as students composed.  Folkestad, 

Lindström, and Hargreaves (1997) found that all of the participants (N = 14; aged 15-16) were 

successful using the computer to compose music.  The computer also provided them with an 
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opportunity to observe the process of composition without being intrusive.  As the students 

worked, they used the save-as function to preserve compositions over time.  This allowed the 

researchers to observe the composition process over time.  The students created 139 individual 

compositions over a three-year period.  Analysis by the researchers found that the process of 

composition was very different between the students.  By analyzing of the composition process 

over time, Folkestad, Lindström, and Hargreaves were able to categorize the compositional 

products into two broad categories, either horizontal or vertical.   

The terms horizontal and vertical refers to the strategies used during the composition 

process and not the actual structures of the music.  Horizontal compositions were holistically 

conceived being composed from beginning to end.  The composer treated composition and 

arranging as two separate processes.  Vertical compositions were completed section by section.  

There was no predetermined idea of what was to come next in the composition.  Each category 

could be further broken down into discrete compositional strategies as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3.   Compositional strategies observed by Folkestad et al (1997) 
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 Further analysis of the compositions showed that there were differences between the 

compositions related to gender and instrumental training.  The way in which rhythm was 

constructed and utilized was different between males and females.  Males tended to compose 

from the bottom up, focusing on rhythm first and then adding bass, chords, and melody.   

Females tended to compose from the top down, composing melody and chords first, and then 

adding bass and drums.  Other gender differences occurred in the use of compositional strategies.  

Females only created compositions using strategy Vertical 1B.  Males only created compositions 

using strategy Vertical 1A and Vertical 2.  The males also produced more compositions than the 

females.  Folkestad, Lindström, and Hargreaves (1997) observed that males worked more rapidly 

than the females.  The females would work out their musical ideas in detail, whereas the males 

would try out ideas even if in an unfinished state.   

Instrumental training was seen as a benefit and an obstacle by some of the students 

(Folkestad, Lindström, & Hargreaves, 1997).  The participants that had previous instrumental 

training generally selected sounds that imitated acoustic instruments, usually starting with the 

sound that most closely resembled their own instrument.  The participants with keyboard training 

felt that their training was a necessity to creativity and the ability to compose.  The non-keyboard 

trained participants also indicated that keyboard training was important, although the researchers 

observed that piano skills might actually inhibit curiosity and creativity.  Participants with 

keyboard training tended to rely solely on the keyboard to compose.  They also produced 

compositions created horizontally and did not actively search and utilize the computer’s other 

features for composition.  Although previous training is seen as an asset to realize a musical idea 

Folkestad, Lindström, & Hargreaves (1997) noticed that it also inhibited exploration.  This 

finding has been observed in other research (Seddon & O’Neill, 2001, 2003).   
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A study by Reynolds (2005) found that compositions using computers do not necessarily 

align with the sequence proposed by Swanwick and Tillman (1986).  Examining the 

compositional products of 10 and 12 year old students (N = 7) over 20 weeks, Reynolds sought 

to observe the ways students would compose using a computer.  Through analysis of students’ 

completed and in progress compositions, interviews, and video and audio recordings Reynolds 

was able to examine the context of the student’s compositional experience.   

Reynolds (2005) argues that the computer frees students to compose and perform music 

without being constrained by instruments and the environment.  The computer enabled students 

to create compositions that were not limited by their own performance ability and allowed them 

to operate at higher developmental levels than originally proposed by Swanwick and Tillman 

(1986).  For example, Reynolds compared a compositional product by a student in the original 

Swanwick and Tillman (1986) study to a student in his study.  The students were of the same 

age, but there is stark compositional difference.  The Swanwick and Tillman student produced a 

composition consisting of one stave, whereas the Reynolds student produced a composition 

consisting of five staves.  Reynolds also ascertains that the computer facilitated the students’ 

ability to play with sounds and assume musical roles they normally could not fulfill.  Reynolds 

does not discredit the Swanwick and Tillman (1986) model, but rather supports that the computer 

has the possibility to scaffold the compositional process in a ways that has not been possible.   

Hickey (2004) suggests that technology is creating a new literacy that students are 

grasping and manipulating with and without the aid of their teachers.  Technology allows 

researchers and teachers to gather and observe information in new ways (Webster, 2009).  

However, more research needs to be conducted observing students engaging in multiple musical 

roles as they work, create, and experiment with technology before making sweeping 
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generalizations (Webster & Hickey, 2006).   

 Expert versus novice composers.  Younker and Smith (1996) examined the similarities 

and differences in the thought processes between adult and high school experts and novices 

during a composition task.  Using a think-aloud protocol, recordings of the participants 

composing, and data from a MIDI sequencer, they sought to capture the composers’ thought 

processes.  Using a rhythmic guide, each participant composed a 14 measure tonal melody that 

started in C, modulated to A, and then modulated back to C.  At the conclusion, all data were 

transcribed and examined using a qualitative comparative analysis. 

The model developed by Younker and Smith (1996) showed similarities between all four 

composers in regards to forms of input.  The composers utilized tactile, visual, and aural 

approaches to compose the melody.  The adult and student experts used the keyboard in an 

exploratory manner to figure out how the melody might sound.  They tended to compose their 

melody in a whole-part-whole manner.  In contrast, the adult and student novice approached the 

composition in a sequential manner, working note by note.  The novices’ approaches were 

overall less holistic than the experts.  Interestingly, age seemed to benefit both the adult novice 

and expert.  Younker and Smith (1996) commented that this benefit may be because adults have 

had more lifelong musical experience than the high school students.  They also theorize that the 

adults’ life experiences may account for why they were quieter than the students during the 

composition task. 

Burnard and Younker (2002, 2004) examined compositions from students of various ages 

and from different areas of the world for examples of different composing strategies.  Based on 

verbal responses, verbal reports, interviews, observations, and examples of students’ 

compositions they observed three distinctive pathways of composition: linear, recursive, and 
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regulated.  The students’ compositions were assigned to one of the pathways depending on how 

they moved through Wallas’ (1926) and Webster’s (2002) models.   

Students that moved in a linear pathway showed very little convergent and divergent 

thinking as they moved through the stages (Burnard & Younker, 2002).  Recursive pathway 

students moved across and within the four creative thinking stages (Burnard & Younker, 2002).  

These students showed greater use of convergent and divergent thinking.  The students operating 

within regulated pathways showed the greatest amount of divergent thinking (Burnard & 

Younker, 2002).  These students viewed composing as a holistic process where they generated 

possible solutions to musical problems and then evaluated and verified their musical choices.   

Burnard and Younker (2002, 2004) observed that there was a definite relation of age and 

prior musical experiences to the pathway the student composed within.  The youngest and least 

experienced students composed in a linear pathway.  The students with the most musical 

experience composed in a recursive pathway.  Though there was an observed relationship 

between the musical experiences of the students and their composing pathway, there was no 

relationship between prior music composition experiences.  Burnard and Younker (2002) found 

that absence of formal composition instruction had no affect on the students’ ability to utilize 

convergent and divergent thinking strategies.   

Kaschub and Smith (2009) suggest that the absence of clearly designed stages of 

compositional development has led to a grounded theory approach towards composition 

development.  Through their analysis of research, Kaschub and Smith observe that students have 

the capacity to compose on levels of intention, expressivity, and artistic craftsmanship.  The age 

and enabling skills of the composer determines whether they are operating as a novice, 

intermediate, or advanced composer.  Students that compose in the intention level are in the 
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beginning stages of being able to think in sound to create a musical idea or thought.  Students 

composing in the expressivity level understand how a composition can invite and initiate an 

aesthetic or human response.  Students composing with artistic craftsmanship are able to 

compose within a certain system and understand how to break and challenge the rules of that 

system meaningfully.   

 Student voice and identity.   Often when examining the creative person, researchers 

have looked at historical creativity or Big-C creativity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Elliot, 1996; 

Gardner, 1983).  Examining the works, journals, observation, and conducting interviews has 

been one way to track the thinking process and product output of prominent composers (Burnard, 

2006; Gardner, 1983; Barrett, 2003).  Recent work has shown that music educators may gain 

insight of the composition process by examining the work of children or novices during and after 

the composition process (Gromko, 2003; Kennedy, 1999, 2004; Stauffer, 1999, 2001). 

For children, composing is serious work that involves thinking in sound to showcase 

what they know (Gromko, 2003; Stauffer, 1999).  Children use the music they compose to 

explain their feelings and emotions in addition to composing for an academic reason (Burton, 

2003).  The music created is valued because it was created by the child and becomes an 

extension of their personal agency (Gromko, 2003; Kaschub, 1997; Ruthman, 2008).  As 

children are working on the composition, the composition is actively working on the child 

(Burnard, 2006; Reimer, 1989).  Composing shows what students know and aids them as they 

construct new meaning (Burnard, 2006; Hickey, 2013; Wiggins, 2003).   

Children primarily compose as a meaning making enterprise (Barrett, 2003; Burnard, 

2006).  Burnard (2006) utilized an ethnographic approach to observe twelve-year old children as 

they composed over a 21-week period.  She interviewed the students as they composed and 
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utilized a protocol identified as talk-draw.  Students created images to represent their experiences 

and discussed them with Burnard and their peers to further explain their composition process and 

finished compositions.  Burnard observed a cyclical relationship between time to compose 

(time), prior knowledge (body), identity attributed to the composition (relations), and sense of 

object of involvement to past experiences (space) that formed the lived musical experiences of 

the students.  The children demonstrated great satisfaction in discussing their compositions and 

receiving feedback from peers.  Burnard (2006) suggests that observers should view children 

composing as a multidimensional and multilayered meaning making process.   

Through her longitudinal research examining children composing using a computer, 

Stauffer (1999, 2001, 2002, 2003) has observed that students develop both voice and identity 

through composing.  She defines identity as, “the unique qualities of sound that allow the 

informed listener to associate a work with its composer” (Stauffer, 2003, p.  91).  Both novice 

and expert composers are able to develop essential characteristics and qualities that distinguish 

their work from other composers.  Voice is defined as, “the uniqueness of a single composer’s 

works” (Stauffer, 2003, p. 92).   

Although the two terms may seem synonymous, Stauffer makes a distinction.  Identity 

refers to the unique qualities of a composer’s works whereas voice is related to the unique 

expression and meaning of a composer (Stauffer, 2003).  The two concepts are interrelated, but 

they are independent.  Stauffer (2003) suggests that student’s compositional identity and voice 

are influenced by their varied musical experiences.  The student’s personal experiences of 

listening, performing, and other social factors enable them to create a web of significance from 

which their compositional capabilities are developed.  When examining voice and identity, 
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Stauffer cautions not to look at one composition, but examine one example against the entirety of 

the composer’s works.    

Stauffer (2003) describes observing student’s development of compositional voice and 

identity as they composed.  Stauffer details the compositional creations of Hillary, a first year 

trombone player enrolled in band.  Hillary composes music to demonstrate her technical ability 

on trombone and to show that she is bored in her beginning band class.  Through interviews, 

Hillary indicated that the trombone part is often simplistic and other instruments have parts that 

are more interesting.  Hillary chose to compose using a two-staff treble and bass clef system.  

Hillary’s music varied from conventional thinking, the bass clef staff had a more interesting and 

technically challenging part.  She drew upon her experiences as a performer to shape her 

compositions.  As Hillary began to experience other roles as a performer, her compositions 

began to develop.  She began composing works for ensembles that were more representative of 

her growing performance experience.   

Framing her thoughts around on the work of psychologist Jerome Bruner, Gromko (2003) 

advocates that when students compose they are constructing an artful narrative representative of 

their lived experiences.  Artful narrative can be considered a musical autobiography much like 

identify and voice.   Gromko (2003) describes artful narrative as, “a temporal sequence of 

musical events with a beginning, a middle, and an end that is communicated through musical 

sound and recorded within the symbol system of music” (p. 69).  Gromko observed, like Stauffer 

(1999, 2001, 2003), that age and the experience of the students play an important role in what 

and how they compose.  Younger students base their compositions on their emotions, 

experiences, and construct musical stories for meaning.  As students maturate they begin to 
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compose based on past experiences, but the social interactions they have with their peers and 

other adults influence their compositions (Gromko, 2003).   

The role of the teacher is important, according to Gromko (2003) in helping students 

construct and connect knowledge to develop their artful narrative.  The teacher, in consultation 

with the student, uncovers the meaning of the composition.  When the teacher structures the 

learning environment for deeper thinking and active discussion about what is being composed 

the students begin to ascribe meaning to their work.  This will ultimately lead to the development 

of their compositional voice.  If the teacher is seen as the only expert in the classroom, Gromko 

(2003) suggests that the student will see their contributions as devalued.  The teacher should be 

seen as co-collaborator and co-composer in the process. 

One experience that seems to have an affect on student’s construction of compositional 

identity is the ability to play an instrument (Folkestad, et al, 1997, 1998; Seddon & O’Neil 2001, 

2003; Stauffer, 2003, Webster, 1996).  Webster (1996) suggests this may be due in part to the 

way teachers instruct beginning instrumentalists.  The students may perceive that they are to 

operate as a composer within the specific parameters of a performance classroom.   

Seddon and O’Neil (2001) observed that students with instrumental training were able to 

compose more complex melodic and rhythmic materials.  A follow-up study by Seddon and 

O’Neil (2003) explored the creative thinking process of students during composition.  They 

found that students with instrumental training were not able to produce as creative compositions 

as non-instrumental trained students.  The students with instrumental training spent less time 

engaged in exploration during the composition process than their non-instrumental counterparts.  

This may be due to the instrumental students’ having skills that enable them to spend less time in 

beginning phases of composition as suggested by Kratus (1994).  Seddon and O’Neil (2003) 
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theorize that students with instrumental training have difficulty composing outside of their 

perceived performance roles.  The students with instrumental training may already view 

themselves as a musician and feel they must operate within that role.   

 Teacher’s role in composition.   The role teachers assume in the process and product of 

students’ compositions is difficult to generalize (Kaschub and Smith, 2009).  Kaschub and Smith 

(2009) suggest that the teacher’s primary goal is to find balance between thinking in music and 

thinking about music.  Until recently, what has been discovered about the role of the teacher was 

gleaned from studies that sought to observe other issues in music composition (Dogani, 2004; 

Ruthman, 2008).  However, as Hickey (2013), Kaschub and Smith (2009), and Wiggins (2003) 

point out, teaching composition is different from teaching performance or general music.  

Teaching in a performance or general music setting usually has a predetermined end result, 

whereas teaching composition may not always have a predetermined conclusion (Kaschub & 

Smith, 2009; Reese, 2003).    

It bears to mention that teachers may not understand their role in teaching composition 

for a multitude of reasons.  In a study of secondary teachers’ views of teaching composition, 

Odena (2001) found that teachers have varying views on the concept of creativity in general and 

feel unprepared to teach composition.  Similarly, Crow (2008) found that teachers’ creative work 

was limited in undergraduate course work and focused mainly on performance.  Crow also 

observed that the teachers in his study had two views of creativity: one that applied to non-

classroom music and the other that applied to classroom music.   

One way to combat the inadequacies that teachers report while teaching composition is 

for the teacher to compose along side the students (Dogani, 2004; Younker, 2000).  Burnard 

(2006) and Gromko (2003) suggests that if the teacher is seen as the only expert in the 
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classroom, it may not be possible for children to view themselves as composers.  If the students 

observe the teacher’s role as a guide instead of an expert, the possibility of more fruitful 

composition experiences may exist (Ruthman, 2008).   

Dogani (2004) sought to understand perspectives of elementary teachers engaged in 

teaching composition to children.  Using a case study approach, Dogani interviewed and 

observed the teachers working with their students.  She also asked the teachers to create a control 

tape to record their thoughts and reflections as they were teaching.  She observed that the 

composition experiences where mostly teacher directed activities.  The majority of the 

instructional time was teacher directed and taken up by teacher talk.  Furthermore, the teachers 

viewed creativity as a constructive task that the students were engaged in, but ultimately the 

teacher was responsible for the final production of a product.  According to Dogani, the teachers 

indicated that they felt uncomfortable and lacked confidence as creative musicians.  Dogani 

suggests that teachers should collaborate with students in the composition process by releasing 

more instructional control.  This could ultimately lead to more creative compositional products.   

In contrast to Dogani’s (2004) study, Bolden (2009) suggested that the teacher’s role in 

composition tasks should be a facilitator of learning.  Using a case study approach, Bolden 

describes the work of Jesse, a teacher in an urban setting teaching a music technology course.  

The students composed using GarageBand, alone or in groups of two to three students.  Through 

observations, in class dialogues, and interviews with the principal of the school and Jesse, 

Bolden describes how Jesse engaged students to solve problems and make connections to their 

musical world.  Jesse indicated that the teacher must structure composition assignments to be 

authentic, with opportunities to solve student-centered problems.  The act of musical 

composition is a means for students to express their identity and individuality.  Bolden observed 
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a collaborative culture of musical composition that he suggests should serve as a model for 

replication.    

 Teacher feedback and evaluation.   One essential role that the teacher must provide is 

that of feedback and evaluation (Barrett, 2006; Reese, 2003; Ruthman, 2008, Webster, 2003; 

Wiggins, 2000; Younker, 2003).  Feedback and evaluation does not always mean attaching a 

grade to the product; several researchers have found that grades can be detrimental to creativity 

(Amabile, 1996; Hickey, 2013).  Webster (2003) suggests that teachers offer feedback in the 

form of revisions and extensions.  Revision is “the return to exploration in which composers test 

ideas while refining their finished product” (Kaschub, 1997, p.  33).  Extension is “a more 

specialized revision that either adds new musical ideas to an existing work or expands an 

existing musical idea or set of ideas vertically or horizontally” (Webster, 2003, p. 56).   

Hickey and Reese (2001) developed a form with input from expert music teachers, 

composers, and researchers to evaluate feedback provided by pre-service music teachers to 

children engaged composition projects.  The form consists of 8 Likert-type items that range from 

1 (”Not Evident”) to 7 (“Evident”).  The form was found to be a valid and reliable (r = .94) 

rating scale to judge compositional feedback.  Four expert music educators used the form to 

evaluate feedback provided by pre-service teachers to students in an online composition 

environment.  Based on the results, Hickey and Reese outlined several suggestions for the 

evaluation of compositional products.  In particular, they observed that specificity was lacking in 

the assessment of the students’ compositions.  Hickey and Reese identified the following 

statements as traits of effective feedback:  

• Positive feedback should be specific to the composition or composition process, 

rather than general (empty). 
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• The critique of any weak areas in the composition should be specific.   

• Feedback should include clear analysis/description of the important musical 

elements of the composition.   

• Feedback should provide musical (and/or technical) terms that are appropriate for 

the age level of the composer.   

• Feedback should contain specific suggestions for change if necessary.   

• Any suggestions for change should be musically appropriate for the composition. 

• Suggestions for change should be appropriate for the age level of the composer.   

• The feedback should contain effective devices to communicate imaginatively 

about suggestions or the piece as a whole, for example humor, metaphors, 

analogies, expressive language (Hickey, 2013, p. 28-29). 

Reese (2003) further suggests that teachers should embody the role of coach or mentor in 

the composition process.  Feedback should be frequent and non-judgmental often starting with 

open-ended questioning.  The feedback should happen early in the process to avoid resistance 

later as the student may feel their earlier views were not important.  Teachers should model 

musical material, but care must be taken that the student does not feel the teacher is taking over 

the composition process.   

Ruthman (2008) examined the relationship between a student (Ellen) and her teacher 

(Mary) during a composition experience in a music technology lab.  Through observation and 

interviews, Ruthman was able to observe the effect of teacher feedback on the agency of the 

student composer.  Students were instructed to compose a soundtrack for a movie clip.  

Throughout the majority of the composition process Mary assumed the role of expert and 

teacher.  At one point Mary took the mouse from a student’s hand to make changes to her 
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composition.  Ellen saw this as an exclusionary act.  Throughout the process, Ellen indicated that 

she viewed herself as a composer and sought to make and show meaning through her 

composition.  Ellen expressed that Mary was constraining her creativity and Ellen desired to 

have more freedom to make meaning through her compositions.   

Ruthman (2008) suggests that teachers need to approach feedback with the student’s 

intention at the center of the dialogue.  Questioning the students about their intentions before 

providing feedback may be more effective.  Ellen valued Mary’s input, even though she 

disregarded the majority of her suggestions.  Ruthman suggests that teachers should help 

students find their voice to develop their agency as a composer.  Teachers may be more 

successful if their feedback starts from a place that is meaningful to the students.  Ellen indicated 

that she wanted Mary to be a guide and not an expert.  Ellen wanted Mary to help her solve 

musical problems.  Meaningful feedback will only happen through open ongoing dialogue 

between student and teacher.   

In a case study to explore the beliefs and practices of an eminent composer-teacher 

working with a student-composer, Barrett (2003) also indicates that feedback should center on 

the intentions of the student.  Barrett (2003, p. 201-202) observed twelve teaching strategies 

emerge.  She suggests that these strategies may be of value to teachers as they structure 

compositional learning experiences:  

1. Extended thinking, provided possibilities;  

2. Referenced work to and beyond the tradition (signposting); 

3. Set parameters for identity as a composer; 

4. Provoked the student to describe and explain;  

5. Questioned purpose, probed intention;  
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6. Shifted back and forth between micro and macro levels;  

7. Provided multiple alternatives from analysis of student work; 

8. Prompted the student to engage in self-talk; 

9. Encouraged goal setting and task identification;  

10. Engaged in joint problem finding and problem solving;  

11. Provided reassurance; 

12. Gave license to change.   

Although, other studies (Barrett, 2006; Barrett & Gromko, 2007; Burnard & Younker, 

2002; Dogani, 2004) have found that is important for the teacher to be seen as a co-creator or 

composer along with the students.  Barrett’s study (2003) examined the relationship between one 

composer and one student.  The strategies presented may have to be altered to reflect a classroom 

environment of one teacher that is responsible for many students.   

There have been a few studies that have examined the use of experts’ subjective 

assessment of compositions as basis for providing feedback.  Utilizing a technique developed by 

Amabile (1996) called Consensual Assessment, researchers measure creative output by using 

experts’ global and subjective assessments.  Experts’ use their own subjective understanding of a 

product instead of using clearly defined objective definitions.  Amabile (1983) argues that it is 

impossible for objective criteria to be applied to a creative product, but rather it is more 

appropriate for expert observers to independently assess creative products. 

 Webster and Hickey (1995) designed two separate rating forms for compositional 

products based on Amabile’s (1996) Consensual Assessment technique.  They created the 

Judgment of Music Compositions form to examine if the use of explicit or implicit items would 

yield a more reliable measure of compositional products.  Both versions of the Judgment of 
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Music Compositions form were identical in content consisting of two subscales (global 

considerations and specific music characteristics).  Both forms ask experts to rate compositions 

on craftsmanship, creativity/originality, and aesthetic value.  The difference between the forms 

was the way in which the questions were asked.  The implicit form asked raters to rely on their 

expert knowledge base to make decisions.  In contrast, the explicit form provided definitions and 

explanations for each question and asked the raters to make judgments based on the information 

provided.     

To test the reliability of each form, four expert music educators evaluated ten 

compositions created by sixth and fifth grade students.  The judges listened to each composition, 

waited and hour, and used both forms to evaluate the compositions.  The judges listened to all of 

the compositions and then rated each composition with the implicit version of the form.  They 

were instructed to seal the implicit forms in an envelope and wait one hour before evaluating the 

compositions with the explicit form.  Results indicated that inter-judge reliability for both 

musical and global items of the implicit (implicit global r = .82; implicit musical r = .80) form 

was higher than that of the explicit form (explicit global r = .62; explicit musical r = .78).  There 

was a statistically significant difference between the global items on the implicit form and the 

explicit form (paired t test, t = 9.1, p <.05, df = 5).  One expert judge mentioned that the 

subjective nature of the implicit form allowed them to make artistic judgments because they were 

not locked into a specific definition of each item.  Other judges commented on their preference 

for the implicit form.  Webster and Hickey (1996) suggest that rating scales that have global and 

implicit items are better at predicting originality, creativity, and aesthetic value.  These results 

suggest experts can more reliably evaluate compositions based on their own understanding of the 

terms presented. 
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Hickey (2001) designed a study to examine if experts could adequately assess children’s 

compositional products using Amabile’s (1996) Consensual Assessment technique.  She 

questioned who would be the most adequate raters of children’s creativity, students and teachers 

or professional musicians.  The experts selected for her study were composers (N = 3), music 

teachers (N = 17), music theorists (N = 4), seventh grade children (N = 13), and second grade 

children (N = 24).  Using Amabile’s procedures and a form used in previous research (Hickey, 

1995) the experts were instructed to rate 12 compositions against one another instead of an 

absolute standard.  The judges also rated compositions for craftsmanship and aesthetic appeal, 

but only the creativity score was utilized in her analysis.   

 Hickey’s results indicate that the context in which the composition was created should 

determine who is considered an expert.  The most reliable experts to assess children’s 

compositional products are experts that not only understand the domain, but the conditions and 

daily operations of the classroom.  For instance, the composers as a group showed no 

relationship in their creativity ratings (p > .05; .04) or when compared with all other experts (p > 

.05; .04).  Inter-judge reliability calculated for all groups was r = .48, but when the composers 

were removed and inter-judge reliability was recalculated it was r = .78.  The highest agreement 

among all groups was between the general music teachers (r = .81).  There were significant 

correlations found between all music teachers and music theorists (p < .01, r = .90) and the two 

groups of children (p < .01, r = .83).  The composers showed no positive correlations, but several 

negative correlations were observed between individual composers and the other groups of 

experts.   
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It seems the most reliable experts when rating children’s compositions are the children 

and the teachers that work with them.  Hickey (2001) notes another interesting finding related to 

the children’s ability to separate the construct of creativity from their personal likes.  There was a 

relationship between the ratings children gave for liking a composition and if they considered it 

creative.  Hickey’s suggests that this may account for why there was not a stronger relationship 

between the teachers’ ratings and the two groups of children’s ratings.   

 Priest (2001) used Consensual Assessment technique to evaluate compositions of 

undergraduate students (N = 54) enrolled in music fundamentals for elementary education 

majors.  The students completed three composition assignments using soprano recorder.  The 

first composition had to be at least 20 seconds, demonstrate breath control, articulation, and use 

at least three different pitches.  The second composition assignment had the students compose a 

melody using the rhythm of a poem and using at least five different pitches.  The third 

assignment had the students compose in e minor, using triple or compound duple meter, and 

using at least five different pitches.  One week before each composition assignment, the students 

assessed five model compositions using a Creativity and Craftsmanship Assessment (CCA) 

based on Amabile’s (1996) Consensual Assessment technique.  Priest thought that by having 

students rate model compositions specifically for creativity and craftsmanship it would influence 

their personal compositions.  Approximately one week after evaluating the model compositions, 

the students recorded their own compositions.   The students also assessed their personal 

compositions for craftsmanship and creativity using the CCA.    

To make comparisons between compositional skills and analytical listening skills, Priest 

(2001) developed the Consensual Musical Creativity Assessment (CMCA).  The CMCA rates 

compositions on (a) creativity, (b) melodic interest, (c) rhythmic interest, and (d) personal 
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preference using Amabile’s (1996) procedures for Consensual Assessment.  A professional 

musician recorded all 54 of the students’ third composition assignments.  Priest had eight 

independent judges, who had taught music courses to elementary education majors listen to all 

54 melodies and rate them using the CMCA.  After evaluating all of the melodies, the students 

were grouped by mean scores into high, medium, and low creativity groups.  Priest then took the 

students’ written statements about their third assignment and categorized them into 20 

descriptors.  A Chi-square analysis of creativity grouping and written descriptors showed that 

that the students in the high group were more likely to cite temporal factors to explain their 

melodies.  In contrast, the students in the low group were more likely to use language consisting 

of metaphors and similes to explain their melodies.   

Priests’ (2001) notes as other researchers (Hickey 1996; Webster, 1987) that performance 

is not linked to compositional creativity.  He also mentions that students and teachers should talk 

more about what they hear and create in the composition process.  This suggestion is in line with 

several researchers (Barrett 2003; Gromko, 2003; Hickey & Reese, 2001; Wiggins, 1999; 

Younker and Smith, 1996) that have indicated that talking about the process of composition is 

beneficial.  Hickey and Reese (2001) suggested that teachers use specific comments when 

discussing student’s compositions.  Priest further suggests that teachers should encourage 

students to use various means (movement, visual, etc.) to connect the global and temporal 

attributes of music.  He suggests this will help students be more descriptive about their 

compositions, which in turn will help their growth as composers. 

 Environment and task design.  Teachers are crucial to creating an environment and 

composition tasks that fosters student engagement (Barrett, 2006; Bolden, 2009; Gromko, 2003; 

Younker, 2002).  Kaschub and Smith (2009) indicate that task ownership cannot solely rest with 
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the teacher.  The student must take ownership of the learning process, with the teacher 

understanding the students’ needs.  Well-designed tasks show knowledge about the student, 

music, and artistic craftsmanship that leads to the creation of new music.  There is no one-size-

fits all approach to composition, but teachers can provide students with skills and tools for 

optimal learning (Kaschub & Smith, 2009).  Wiggins (2005) suggests that the classroom should 

be a social community of learners that fosters collaboration instead of an environment of teacher 

and students being separate and unequal.   

Music composition tasks should not always be a graded activity, but structured as an 

ongoing activity that stimulates musical thinking (Hickey, 2003).  Structuring composition tasks 

as a problem-solving endeavor has shown to be beneficial (DeLorenzo, 1989; Hickey, 2013; 

Sullivan, 2003; Wiggins, 2003).  Hickey (2013) suggests that if teachers provide musical 

problems for the students to solve they will begin composing on their own.  Children compose as 

a meaning making process and therefore problem-solving tasks should encourage students to 

express what is meaningful in their lives (Burnard, 2006; Hickey, 2013; Wiggins, 2003).   

DeLorenzo (1989) examined the creative problem solving processes of sixth grade 

students (N = 82) at four different schools.  As the students worked in groups to solve musical 

problems, she began to observe similarities between students.  The more invested a student 

appeared to be in solving the musical problem presented, the more invested they were towards 

the final product.  Students that exhibited highly engaged problem-solving techniques, explored 

and organized musical materials for expressiveness.  Students that were less engaged made 

decisions rarely based on musical criteria.  DeLorenzo suggests that students need more 

opportunities to explore and think about the music as a doing process.  Facilitating discussions 

between teachers and students about musical problems and possible solutions may lead to 
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higher-level thinking.  DeLorenzo advocates that through dialogue teachers can foster persistent 

inquiry in creative tasks.    

Wiggins (2003b) suggests that when teachers are designing problem-solving tasks they 

should take into account students’ holistic conception of musical ideas.  In a study of 

compositional solutions to three different musical problems, Wiggins (1994) found that students 

tend to work form whole to part and back to whole.  Many times, students approach the problem 

as a game or puzzle to be solved (Sullivan, 2003).  Novice composers need to think of the 

musical problem in a holistic manner rather than focusing on solving one isolated musical 

concept (Wiggins, 2002).   

The amount of freedom and constraint placed on a composition task has an effect on the 

product as well as the motivation of the student (Amabile, 1996; Barrett, 2003; Hickey, 1997; 

Wiggins, 2002).  The attachment of a grade has also been shown to diminish intrinsic motivation 

for the task and affect the overall creative process and product (Amabile, 1996; Hickey, 1997 & 

2013).  In her study of two males composing using computers, Hickey (1997) found the student’s 

perceived reward and motivation (extrinsic or intrinsic) impacted creative output.  Creativity and 

intrinsic motivation was dependent on the composition task being open or closed.  When the task 

was structured with closed composition parameters and low external reward the creative output 

was low, but the student exhibited high intrinsic motivation.  In contrast, when the task presented 

was structured with open composition parameters and low external reward, the students 

exhibited high creative output and high intrinsic motivation.  Hickey (1997, 2003, 2013) suggests 

that teachers should structure tasks that are open, with low external reward for optimal intrinsic 

motivation and higher levels of creative output.    
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Wiggins (2002) does suggest that teachers should not set parameters on tasks, but rather 

create tasks that are open enough to allow students freedom of musical thought.  Also, the task 

should not impose a right or a wrong way to compose, but create an environment that leads 

students to find their own way to compose (Folkestad, Hargreaves & Lindström, 1998).  

Development of composition task structure should take into account readiness to compose 

(Burnard and Younker, 2006; Burnard, 2006).  The compositional problems presented to the 

students should not require students to use skills and concepts they have not yet mastered 

(Wiggins, 2003).  Asking students to solve problems that they are not cognitively ready to solve 

will affect more then the outcome of their compositions.  A well-developed compositional 

problem is one that combines the knowledge and skills of the musician to create new music 

(Savage, 2003).   

Technology in the Composition Process 

 Technology has transformed the teaching and learning process in many different ways.  

The ability to instantly notate, hear, and edit compositions makes technology desirable in the 

teaching/learning process (Hickey, 2013; Kaschub & Smith, 2009).  The ability to preserve 

information or the development of a composition over time is seen as an advantage of using 

technology (Folkestad, et al, 1999, 1998; Dammers, 2013; Hickey, 2013; Kaschub & Smith, 

2009).  Although technology affords the teacher and students many opportunities, there is limited 

research about the influence of using technology in composition.  The majority of the studies do 

not examine the effect of technology but rather technology’s use as a tool in the composition 

process (Dammers, 2007; Ruthman, 2008; Stauffer, 2001 & 2002; Younker, 2000).  Technology 

may be a way to provide more creativity based music education experiences, including 
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composition, to students (Reynolds, 2006; Webster & Hickey, 2006).  The following section will 

discuss literature that has used technology as a tool in the composition process.   

 Studies with elementary aged children.   Nilsson and Folkestad (2005) developed a 

qualitative study to examine students’ use of digital tools for the compositional process.  The 

participants in this study (N=9) were musical untrained children ranging in age from 6-8.  They 

completed composition tasks over an 18-month period using a synthesizer with keyboard and 

computer sequencing program.  Data collection consisted of MIDI files over time using the 

Save-As command, participant observations, and interviews conducted throughout the project.  

The first phase of the project asked students to create music inspired by water and landscape 

pictures.  The second phase presented an open-ended task that asked the students to create a self-

portrait and then create music to accompany their portrait.  During the concluding interview, the 

participants were asked to create music without any specialized prompt.  Each of the 

compositions tasks took place during one uninterrupted sitting.   

At the conclusion of data analysis, Nilsson and Folkestad (2005) observed five variations 

of creative music making, (1) computer and synthesizer in the foreground, (2) expressing 

personal fantasies and emotions, (3) instrument in the foreground, (4) music itself in the 

foreground, and (5) the task in the foreground.  Much like their earlier research (Folkestad, et al, 

1999, 1998), the five variations describe strategies used by the composers, not necessarily the 

structure of the music.  Nilsson and Folkestad (2005) use the term foreground to describe the 

primary means used to compose.  By placing the computer and synthesizer in the foreground, the 

students used the equipment as tools and devices that were controlled and explored; the 

composition process became a workshop.  Students that composed with fantasies and emotions 

in the foreground invented stories, used dolls, and relied on their emotions to inspire the 
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composition process.  Compositions with instruments in the foreground were constructed 

through composition and improvisation processes working together to produce longer 

compositions.  When the music itself was placed in the foreground students focused on musical 

ideas.  Their problem solving ability was used to explore and revise musical fragments and ideas.  

If the student focused on the task as the sole driving force to create, their composition and 

creative potential was stunted.   

Nilsson and Folkestad (2005) suggest that some strategies were more successful than 

others because the compositional processes were more naturalistic and play oriented.  When the 

compositional task was viewed as school oriented, one that did not connect with the student’s 

own world, students did not use their full range of imagination.  As suggested by others 

(Amabile, 1996; Hickey, 1997; Wiggins, 2003) if the student views the composition task as 

something that does not connect with their world they will produce less creative products.   

Hickey (1997) examined two 11-year old boys’ examples of creative output in 

comparison to a theory of risk and reward during a composition activity.  Hickey sought to 

record instances intrinsic motivation’s effect on creative output by using a software program, 

Music Mania, installed on a computer with a MIDI sequencer.  Music Mania is a program that 

guides the user through five areas: melody, rhythm, timbre, dynamics, and texture.  The student 

does not need to know how to read music notation to play.  Each unit has separate compositional 

tasks that the student must complete to move to the next stage.  Hickey recorded the students 

both knowingly and unknowingly as the students’ worked on the compositional tasks.  She 

hoped that by recording the student unobtrusively she would gather better data for comparison. 

 When examining the recordings of the two boys, Hickey (1997) found that the 

unknowingly recorded examples exhibited more evidence of divergent thinking than the 
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knowingly recorded material.  Both boys were selected for this study because of their previous 

participation in a composition experience with Hickey.  She also spoke with their general music 

teacher to understand their participation in the music classroom.  The teacher indicated that they 

were not talented musically, unable to think creatively, exhibited behavioral problems, and 

showed below average abilities.   The results of their unknowingly recorded material showed that 

they both had moments of creative musical thought and the potential for imaginative musical 

creativity.    

The individualized experience of using the computer provided an opportunity for the 

boys to demonstrate creative output. Hickey (1997) suggests that the ideal environment for 

supporting high intrinsic motivation and high creative output is an environment where the learner 

perceives surveillance and external rewards are low and the tasks are relatively open.  Hickey 

suggests that the use of computers and creating a relaxed atmosphere may help students to 

explore their hidden creative potential.   

McCord (1999) used Music Mania with MIDI synthesizers to observe four elementary 

students with learning disabilities during six composition sessions.  She hoped the computer 

would aid the students in two areas, (1) provide a way for students to compose and (2) mediate 

some of the challenges of their learning disabilities.  She unobtrusively recorded all work done 

on the computer without the student’s knowledge.  In addition, she used video recordings, 

observation notes, student interviews, the students’ compositions, and on- and off- task behavior 

to evaluate technology use and musical thinking processes.  McCord found that using technology 

provided the students a multi-sensory learning approach that aided the students to complete 

composition tasks.   
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Even though the students were able to compose, they still had difficulties that McCord 

(1999) relates to their learning disability.  The students were literal in their completion of the 

composition task.  McCord notes that is this is common with students with learning disabilities. 

Distractibility and short-term memory were also issues that inhibited their creativity.  Several 

times McCord mentions having to stop the students to refocus or demonstrate certain musical 

concepts.  She found that this also helped the students in their thinking process and aided their 

musical memory.   

McCord (1999) cautions about generalizing the results to the larger population, but the 

suggestions she provides may be of help.  Other research has found that having students stop and 

talk about their composition process is beneficial (Barrett 2003; Gromko, 2003; Hickey & Reese, 

2001; Wiggins, 1999; Younker and Smith, 1996).  Also, the ability for technology to provide 

multisensory learning experiences in the music classroom cannot be ignored.  McCord states that 

her students were able to compose in large part because of the technology.    

In another study by McCord (2002), she used technology to observe special needs 

students (N = 6) composing weekly over an entire semester.  Using several software programs 

(Music Mania, Music Ace, MusicShop, Rock, Rap’ n Roll) McCord selected programs for 

students to use during composition based on their Individualized Education Plan (IEP).  If a 

student had difficulty using a program McCord would examine the available data and consult 

their IEP to select another program.  Data were collected from multiple sources including video 

recordings of students as they composed, student interviews, the individual compositions, and 

instances of on and off task behavior.  McCord triangulated data with discussions with the 

children’s music teachers, parents, special education teacher, and regular classroom teacher.   
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The results McCord (2002) provide are consistent with her earlier research (1999) that 

special needs students are able to compose due in part to the multisensory approach that 

technology provides.  She was able, in consultation with the IEP and stakeholders, to select 

appropriate technology for the students to successfully compose.  Unlike her previous study 

(1999), McCord utilized children with varying disabilities instead of using only students with 

learning disabilities.  She found that that by selecting a program suited to the needs of the 

learner, the students were able to compensate for their learning challenges.  The students were 

more successful with programs that did not require them to do and remember multiple steps.  

McCord (2002) suggests that technology can empower special needs students to compose 

regardless of their disability.  The challenge for music teachers is to select appropriate software 

that allows the learner to reach their full potential.   

Another study that focused on the multiple options technology can provide students in the 

composition experience was by Gall and Breeze (2005).  In their study, Gall and Breeze sought 

to explore ways that technology can engage students in the composition process.  Spanning a 

two-year period, they discuss the composition work of different groups of students working in 

pairs.  Their research looked at elementary and secondary students, but the most salient points 

came from the work of elementary students using a looping program called Dance eJay. 

Gall and Breeze’s (2005) work highlights several issues for using technology in the 

composition experience.  First, the students felt they were being creative and composing relevant 

music.  The students indicated that they were able to make music that was more culturally 

relevant and more like their out-of-school music.  Although, the students did feel that the looping 

program limited their abilities.  They were not able to select anything other than preprogramed 

loops.  However, the students were still pleased with what they were able to do as indicated by 
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one student: “…like if you hear instruments playing on those classical tunes, but like, we’re into 

hip-hop and rock and stuff like that  … so it’s quite  … strange for, us to hear the music we’re 

into … it’s new … it’s good!” (p.  427).  The ability to see, hear, and save their work was highly 

valued by the students.  As one student indicated the tools, “Helped us to remember what we did 

last week, ‘cos otherwise we wouldn’t have remembered…” (Gall & Breeze, 2005, p.  425).   

Gall and Breeze (2005) also observed that there were several trade-offs for using 

technology in the composition process.  The students that had been identified by their teacher as 

high performing may have found the technology limiting.  The looping software only presented 

the students with certain preset tools to compose, and therefore made the task seem closed.  As 

has been mentioned by others (Hickey, 1997; Wiggins, 2003) students’ output is not as creative 

when they perceive the task as closed or too rigid.    

Another trade-off was observed for teacher planning and feedback of student work.  The 

teacher was not able to hear the compositions as the students worked because they were using 

headphones; the teacher could only see the work on the screen.  The students did not seem to 

mind, because they could try things with out the teacher hearing.  If the teacher felt the need to 

question the students, this caused an interruption to the student’s thought process.  The visual 

aspect of the program also influenced the students.  The students would select the visually 

appealing loops sometimes without regard to how they fit musically into the composition.  The 

teachers became much more deliberate in planning instruction which in turn influenced the 

students’ later compositions.  As one student notes, “At the beginning, everyone just put random 

stuff everywhere…they really didn’t think about what they were putting, but now they listen to 

the music more” (Gall & Breeze, 2005, p. 428).  Throughout their study, Gall and Breeze 
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observed that the teacher’s role was central to mediating the process of collaborative 

composition.   

The only study found that compares students composing with and without technology 

was by Kuehne, Lundstrom, and Walls (2013).  They investigated if there would be differences 

between two groups (N = 45) of fourth grade students being taught composition skills; one group 

used Apple Macintosh computers with Finale Notepad (n = 25) and the other used pencil and 

paper (n = 20) to compose.   The students in both groups worked collaboratively to create music 

compositions within specified parameters.  Both groups meet for eight forty-minute class periods 

and were assessed before, during, and after learning to compose music.  The students were 

assessed before and after instruction using an instructor created Music Knowledge Assessment.  

During instruction, the students assessed each other’s compositions using a Peer Evaluation 

Rubric after the fourth or fifth class meeting.  At the conclusion of the project, the students 

completed a Final Self Evaluation Form.    

Before comparing the two groups, an F-test was computed to determine if variance for 

each variable were equal or unequal.  Descriptive statistics were computed for the Peer 

Assessment Rubric.  Overall, the technology group scored higher than the paper group on all 

areas.  The only significant difference (t(167) = 1.97, p = .03) between the groups was for 

melody.  Results of the Final Self Evaluation Form indicate that the majority of the students in 

the paper group (85%) felt they worked well together compared to only 53% of the technology 

group’s students felt they worked well together.  A Chi Square revealed that this was a 

significant difference between the two groups, χ2(1, N = 35) = 5.84, p = .016.  Results of a t-test 

on the mean scores of the Music Knowledge Assessment revealed several significant differences 

between the two groups.  The paper group’s pre and posttest means showed a significant 
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difference (t(38) = 2.02, p < .001) gaining over two points whereas the technology group only 

gained just under one point.   There was also a significant difference (t(27) = 2.05, p < 0.001) 

between the two groups’ pretest means; the technology group’s score was over two points 

higher.  There was no significant difference in the posttest means of the two groups.  When the 

pretest and posttest means for both groups were combined and then compared there was a 

significant difference (t(69) = 1.99, p < .001) between the scores.  The posttest mean was not 

significantly higher than the pretest.   

Interestingly, the students in the technology group rated themselves higher in almost 

every area.  The use of technology allowed the students to try things that were technically 

impossible for the paper only group.  The paper group was limited to composing only what they 

could perform on the soprano recorder.  The technology did not constrain the students in the 

same ways as the recorder did.  Both groups were able to compose no matter which group they 

were assigned.  However, the technology group may have had some advantages.  

Studies with secondary students.  Airy and Parr (2001) investigated the usefulness of 

composing music using a MIDI sequencer.  The participants in their study were two groups of 

students (N=24) from a polytechnic school specializing in audio production.  Group 1 (n=12) 

were students enrolled in year one of a certificate program and Group 2 (n=12) were students 

enrolled in the diploma program.  Students from Group 1 participated in a 40-minute semi-

structured interview after 10 weeks of MIDI instruction.  Fifteen weeks after the initial interview, 

Group 1 students were asked to respond in writing to several questions gleaned from the initial 

interview.  Group 2 students participated in interviews after 20 weeks of MIDI instruction.  

Results centered around three central themes:  (1) access to music, (2) finding musical voice, and 

(3) students’ preferred music.   
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The participants responded that none of them had previous access to music technology in 

school and very of few of them participated in school music.  Seventeen of the participants said 

that they found school music as, “boring, pointless, or a waste of time” (Airy and Parr, 2001, p. 

43).  They indicated that school music experiences were not linked to their music and focused 

more on performing skills, theory, and history study of music.  At the conclusion of the study, all 

participants were all able to compose with limited or no musical training.  The MIDI controller 

allowed the participants to have access to a variety of sounds without having to master the 

technical demands of learning to play an instrument.  The use of the MIDI controllers allowed 

and encouraged the students to think in sound (Webster, 1994).  Airy and Parr (2001) also 

indicated that technology might serve as an entry point for students with little interest in 

traditional music education models.   

Presented in a case study format, Bolton (2008) presents the personal narrative of a 

student, Josh, while composing.  Bolton sought to examine if there would be any observable 

benefits composing in an online environment.  Josh participated in Compose, a learner centered 

online environment where he worked at his own pace to complete open-ended creative tasks.  

Compose allows the learner, a music specialist/composer, and the classroom teacher to work 

together online to complete composition tasks.  The program was started to provide students in 

rural and underserved areas of New Zealand opportunities to participate in composition 

experiences.   

Bolton (2008) outlines changes in Josh over time using the program.  At the beginning of 

the project, Josh displayed tendencies of helplessness.  Josh’s teacher described his typical 

classroom behavior as defeatist, having learning problems, and exhibiting low self-esteem.  As 

Josh progressed through the program Bolton noticed several changes in his compositional skill 
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and knowledge, the ability to create innovative and interesting pieces, positive self concept about 

composing, and enjoyment towards the approach of learning.  Through email communication 

with Bolton, Josh continually showed interest in the project and growth as a composer.  Bolton 

cites research by Hickey (1997) and Stauffer (2001) that the computer allowed Josh to learn by 

doing.  Through continued engagement with technology, Josh developed musical problem 

solving knowledge and skills that led to personal success as a composer.   

Ward (2009) spent a little over a year examining if using technology to compose would 

have any impact on secondary music education in two schools in the United Kingdom.  Using an 

action research model, Ward examined students’ interactions before, during, and after 

composition tasks.  He found that the students viewed the technology as a toy and were eager to 

engage in play to create compositions.  Ward suggests that the concept of musicianship needs to 

be redefined to match the different ways students interact with music.  Students interact with 

technology throughout various phases of their life, so teachers should look for ways to wed the 

composition process with technology.  Ward warns that teachers and researchers should not 

make the focus of learning about the technology, but more about what the technology can do for 

the student to enable deep learning.    

 Studies with ensemble classes and students with instrumental training.  Dammers 

(2010) examined integrating laptop based composition activities during a middle school band 

rehearsal.  The purpose of having the students compose was to see if the composition process 

would provide a means of expanding the students’ musical experiences during ensemble 

participation.  Twenty-four members of an eighth grade band participated in a composition task 

over a 14-week period during band rehearsal.  The students were instructed to compose a melody 

that was modeled after The Cowboys; a composition they were performing in band class.  The 
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students studied the overall the structure of The Cowboys through a multimedia listening guide 

that highlighted main compositional devices.  The students were then told to create melodies that 

emulated the melody of The Cowboys.  Students used Finale Notepad to create individual 

melodies.  The melodies were evaluated by a three-judge panel for craftsmanship, creativity, and 

evidence of understanding the concepts present in the model piece.  Inter-judge reliability scores 

were r = .62.  The results indicate that there were modest levels of craftsmanship and creativity, 

and even lower levels of conceptual understanding.  

 

Seddon and O’Neill (2003) investigated if there would be differences in strategies used 

by adolescents with and with out formal instrumental training during a computer based 

composition experience.  The participants (N = 48) were ages 13-14 and were grouped as either 

instrumental training (n = 25) or having no instrumental training (n = 23).  All participants, 

regardless of training, participated in two 30-minute scripted technology-training sessions.  

Following the initial session, the participants completed three 30-minute individual composing 

sessions.  Participants were directed to “compose a piece that sounds good to you” using a 

computer and MIDI keyboard with a researcher modified version of the sequencing software 

Cubase.  Participants were presented with 10 sounds in Cubase, but instructed to only use three 

of those sounds.  In order to track the process of composition, the researchers had the students 

use the Save-As feature to observe distinctive points of the composition process.  The computers 

the participants used were also adapted with a video card that recorded each session for analysis.   

At the conclusion of the composition project, the researchers had 48 video recordings and 

three individual MIDI files for each participant.   From the data analysis, the researchers 

observed two large composition strategies and three meta-approaches.  Composition Strategy 1 
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was identified by a lack of experimentation during the composition process.   The participants 

using Compositional Strategy 1 composed the melody on the first session, harmonized the 

melody on the second session, and used the third session for various activities.   The participants 

mainly used the keyboard to practice performance skills rather than composition skills.   

Composition Strategy 2 was identified by how the composition developed over all three sessions.   

The participants using this strategy composed mainly with experimentation moving between 

ideas constantly.  There was little indication of off-task behavior as the participants were 

constantly working through the compositional process.  The keyboard was used by participants 

in Composition Strategy 2 as a tool for composition and exploration.   

Further analysis by Seddon and O’Neill (2003) revealed several meta-approaches for 

each of the main composition strategies.  The meta-approaches observed were (1) crafting: 

rehearsal and construction with relatively little exploration, (2) expressing: greater focus on 

exploratory activities with rehearsal activities used to develop ideas, and (3) immersing: 

exclusively exploratory with little to no engagement with rehearsal.  Seventy-eight percent of 

participants with formal instrumental music training exhibited low levels of exploratory behavior 

and mostly used the meta-approach of crafting, whereas participants with no formal instrumental 

music training used the meta-approaches of expressing and immersing.  Seventy-four percent of 

the participants using these meta-approaches exhibited high exploratory behavior.    

Seddon and O’Neil (2003) suggest, as does Webster (1996, 2003), that much of 

instrumental music education focuses on acquisition of performance skills that mainly requires 

the use of convergent thinking.  Whereas, much of creative behavior focuses on high uses of 

divergent thinking processes.  Seddon and O’Neill suggest two explanations why instrumental 

training may affect the use of exploratory time in compositions.  The first reason may have to do 
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with self-image.  Due to instrumental music training, the participants perceive themselves as 

being musicians that must operate within certain culturally accepted parameters.  This might lead 

them to produce appropriate compositions to conform to their instrumental musician image.   

The second reason may be that they are already thinking in sound (Webster, 1996; Folkestad, et 

al., 1998).  As trained musicians, they may have acquired skills that enable them to approach 

composing differently and forgo early steps in the composition process.   

Hewitt (2009) studied the affect of instrumental training, age, and task familiarity on 

children (N = 760) aged 8-12 years old while participating in computer-based composition 

experience.  Using specifically designed software, Hewitt was able to capture the children’s 

composition process in real time as they composed.  Each student participated in twenty-minute 

melody composing sessions where he instructed students to, “write one or more melodies that 

sound good to you” (Hewitt, 2009, p.  10).  In the final data set used for analysis, Hewitt 

balanced for gender and formal instrumental training.   

The results observed by Hewitt seem to confirm findings by other researchers (Seddon & 

O’Neill, 2001, 2003; Stauffer, 1999, 2001, 2002).  The age of the student had an affect on the use 

of different compositional processes.  As students aged there was less use of exploration present 

in the composition process.  The younger students tend to listen to their melodies and then 

explore as they composed.  Hewitt observed as the age of the participant increased there was a 

decrease in distinct process functions such as exploration.  Instrumental music training also 

seemed to affect the use of exploration as found in other studies (Seddon & O’Neill, 2001, 

2003).  An interesting finding was that children with instrumental training exhibited high rates of 

activity when composing compared to their peers.  Activity levels for all students increased as 

the students became more familiar with the software, which is similar to what Stauffer (2002) 
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observed.  The older children seemed to spend more time in decision making rather than 

evaluating.  Hewitt (2009) suggests that further study needs to be conducted to observe the 

influences of task, age, and instrumental training on individual students composing process. 

Mellor (2008) sought to examine secondary students use of strategies as they participate 

in computer based composition with Dance eJay.  Dance eJay is a music looping software that 

allows the user to create dance tracks.  The students (N = 8) lived in a lower socio-economic area 

in north England and were between 13 and 15 years of age.  Data collection consisted of 

unobtrusive video recordings of the students composing, interviews, and verbal commentary 

from the students about their composition process used as they composed.  At the conclusion of 

the study, Mellor chose to focus on the work of only three student composers.   

Mellor (2008) observed that students with the most formal musical instrumental training 

produced the most convergent compositions.  Webster (1996) notes that students with formal 

instrumental training acquire convergent thinking process as part of their acquisition of 

performance skills.  The ability to think divergently may be hindered by students wanting to 

produce what they have been taught is acceptable within the performance classroom.  Mellor 

suggests that this may be due to the fact they identify themself as a musician and have fixed 

views that dance music is not creative.   On the opposite end of the spectrum, the students with 

little to no formal instrumental training felt using Dance eJay allowed them to act as musicians.  

This may be because they were operating within an authentic musical role from their musical 

world (Gromko, 2003; Stauffer, 2013).   

Randles (2010) examined if there was a relationship between music self-concept and 

participation in composition experiences.  High school instrumentalists (N = 77) were given 

opportunities to compose over a 12-week period.  Using a pretest posttest research design, 
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Randles administered a researcher-developed questionnaire that asked about previous music 

experiences and The Self Esteem of Music Ability (SEMA).  The SEMA is composed of 43 

items related to self-perception of music ability, support from others, and personal musical 

interest or desire.  The sub scores from the SEMA were used in the data analysis.  The students 

used GarageBand with MIDI keyboards to compose on computer workstations in a room 

adjacent to the school’s band room.  Each composition session allowed six students to work for 

about 45 minutes.  The students that participated completed one to three composition sessions.   

Pearson product-moment correlations were calculated using the pretreatment data of 

compositional experiences, the three sub scales of the SEMA, and the total score self-concept 

score.  Results indicated that there was a statistically significant relationship (r = .059, p < .001) 

between compositional experiences and self-perception of music ability.  There was also a 

statistically significant relationship (r =.051, p < .001) between compositional experience and the 

total score on the SEMA.  After the twelve weeks of composition experiences using the 

computer, Randles (2010) observed a statistically significant (p < .01) correlation between 

compositional experiences to all factors of the SEMA (SEMA 1, r = .53; SEMA 2, r =.39; 

SEMA 3, r =.53; SEMA Total, r =.53).  The results of a Pearson product correlation between the 

pre and post score indicate that music self-concept remained fairly stable (SEMA 1, r =.87; 

SEMA 2, r =.73; SEMA 3, r =.86; SEMA Total, r =.86) over the twelve weeks of composing.  

Based on the results Randles (2010) observed, it appears that compositional experience is the 

strongest predictor of music self-concept.   

A salient feature of Randles (2010) research design was that students were provided 

composition experiences at the same time that band rehearsal was happening.  The drive to 

perform prohibits teachers from providing more creative experiences with their students (Odena, 
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2001; Strand, 2006).  The ability of technology to allow students to work independently from the 

teacher to compose is important.  It also seems, based on Randles results, that composition 

experiences relate to musical self-concept.  Randles’ design may need to be replicated in more 

ensemble settings to observe if his findings remain consistent.  If they do, his model of 

composition may provide instrumental students more opportunities to compose.   

Summary of Research Themes  

The present study focuses on comparing the product and process of composition between 

two groups of secondary students.  One group of students will use technology, acoustic 

instruments, and/or voices while the other group will use only acoustic instruments and/or voices 

to compose.  Composition is in its most concrete sense a creative endeavor (Barrett, 2006).  

However, there has been confusion as to what is considered creative (Amabile, 2012; Hickey, 

2003, 2013, Webster, 2003).  Creativity has been described in this chapter as a process (Wallas, 

1926; Webster, 2002) that produces a product that is novel, original, and appropriate for the 

solving a problem (Amabile, 1996, 2012; Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; DeLorenzo, 1989; Gardner, 

1993; Hickey, 2003; Webster, 2002).  Webster (2002) designed a model for creative thinking in 

music that will be used as a frame for this study.     

 Several researchers have tried to explain the process of composition through a series of 

frames or models (Burnard & Younker, 2002, 2004; Kaschub & Smith, 2009; Kennedy, 2002; 

Stauffer, 2001; Wiggins, 2003).  Swanwick and Tillman (1986) examined over 740 examples of 

children’s compositions to explain children’s developmental composition characteristics.  Other 

researchers have compared expert and novice composers to explain differences while composing 

(Barrett, 2006; Younker & Smith, 1996).  Both expert and novice composers move through 

stages as they compose (Barrett, 2006, Burnard & Younker, 2002, 2004; Kennedy, 2002, 
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Stauffer, 2001; Younker & Smith, 1996; Wiggins, 2003).  The difference seems to be in the age, 

skills, and tools composers use (Kratus, 1989, 1994; Reynolds, 2006; Seddon & O’Neill, 2003; 

Stauffer, 2001). 

 Within music classrooms, the teacher’s role in the composition process is varied, but 

seems to be important to student success (Barrett, 2006; Bolden, 2009; Gromko, 2003; Reese, 

2003; Ruthman, 2008; Younker, 2002).  Researchers have found that that task design, which is 

developed by the teacher, has an important affect on the outcome of the composition process 

(DeLorenzo, 1989; Hickey, 2013; Sullivan, 2003; Wiggins, 2003).  Extrinsic and intrinsic 

motivation and task parameters also have an effect on student’s creative output (Amabile, 1996; 

Hickey, 1997, 2013).  The literature seems to indicate that if the teacher is seen as a co-composer 

and model, instead of expert, the student will gain confidence (Barrett, 2006; Dogani, 2004; 

Gromko, 2003; Randles, 2006; Younker, 2000).  The feedback that teachers provide to students 

while they compose also has an affect on creative output (Gromko, 2003; Hickey & Reese, 2001; 

Reese, 2003; Ruthman, 2008; Webster & Hickey, 1995).   

 Technology has shown to be a powerful tool that enables students to compose (Folkestad, 

et al, 1998, 1999; Gall & Breeze, 2005; Hewitt, 2009; Hickey, 1995, 1997; McCord, 1999, 2002; 

Reynolds, 2005; Stauffer, 2001).  Technology has been shown not only to help students preserve 

their composition products, but also track the process they used to create their compositions 

(Folkestad, et 1997, 1998; Kaschub & Smith, 2009; Stauffer, 2000, 2003; Younker & Smith, 

1996).  Students have also been able to find compositional voice and musical identity through 

technology (Airy & Parr, 2001; Bolton, 2008; Gall & Breeze, 2005; Randles, 2010; Ruthman, 

2008; Stauffer, 2001).  While studies tout several benefits of using technology during the 
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composition process, only one study has been found that compares students composing with and 

without technology (Kuehne, Lundstrom, & Walls, 2011).   
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS 

The purpose of this study was to explore compositional process stages, determine 

aptitude score changes, and examine differences in two groups (non-technology versus 

technology) of secondary-level general music students who composed music over eight 

composition sessions.  The non-technology group (control group) used acoustic instruments 

and/or voices and the technology group (experimental group) used iPads (applications with 

instrument sounds) and acoustic instruments and/or voices.  The following section first describes 

the data collection instruments, and then provides details about the participants, procedures, and 

data analysis for this study. 

Data Collection Instruments 

Data collection for this study included three sources: (1) pre and post music aptitude 

scores from the Advanced Measures of Music Audiation (Gordon, 1989), (2) self reported scores 

of compositional progress from the Compositional Process Form, and (3) expert ratings of 

compositions using Judgment of Musical Compositions Form I (Webster and Hickey, 1995).  

These three forms are located in the appendices of this document. 

The Advanced Measures of Music Audiation (AMMA)   

Gordon (1989) developed the AMMA to measure stabilized music aptitude.  In his view, 

music aptitude is the student’s potential to learn music.  Gordon suggests music aptitude 

stabilizes in individuals after the age of nine, but instruction in music has the potential to 
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improve music achievement.  However, Gordon suggested music achievement was limited by 

one’s music aptitude. 

The AMMA is a listening test consisting of 30 items that present the listener with two 

musical phrases.  The participant listens to the two phrases and decides whether the phrases are 

the same or different.  If participants indicate that the phrase is different, then they must 

determine if the difference is either tonal or rhythmic.  The AMMA was selected as a measure 

for several reasons.  First, as suggested by Mental Measurement Yearbook (1992) the AMMA is 

an appropriate test for students in grades 9-12 due to the short administration period, and Gordon 

(1989) indicates that is appropriate for grades seven through adulthood.  Second, it has been 

suggested that the score obtained from the AMMA may be an adequate predictor of music 

achievement.  Finally, the AMMA is considered a reliable measure.  Gordon reported reliability 

of .81 for tonal, .82 for rhythm, and .84 for total scores for secondary-level students using split 

halves method (Gordon, 1989). This study used split halves method to obtain reliability.  The 

results showed reliability scores of .82 for tonal, .61 for rhythm, and .62 for total scores. 

Although the tonal score minimally surpassed Gordon’s reported reliability, the rhythm and the 

total scores were below. However, it is important to note that Gordon’s (1989) sample size was 

872 secondary students, whereas the sample in this study was only 26 students.  

Compositional Process Form 

The Compositional Process Form (see Appendix B) is an original researcher-designed 

form based on the work of several researchers.  Burnard and Younker (2002, 2004) Hickey 

(1995, 1997), Kennedy (2002), Kratus (1989, 1991), Wallas (1926), Webster (1991, 2002), and 

Wiggins (1992, 2003) identified four stages that emerge during the process of composing: (1) 

exploration, (2) development, (3) repetition or rehearsal, and (4) production of the actual 
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composition.  At the conclusion of each session, the participants completed the Compositional 

Process Form to determine which stage the individual participant and their group is functioning 

within.  The form uses as 12-point Likert-type scale that is broken down into 3-point segments—

three points for each phase of the compositional process (exploration, development, rehearsal, 

production).  Each stage is presented as an individual Likert-Type scale, but the analysis will use 

a continuum of 1-12 points.  The decision was made to present the form to the students as 

separate items so they would not rate their process score higher because they wanted to be 

perceived as being further along in the process.  The results from the students’ four stages were 

used by the researcher to compare the process of composition between the two groups (control 

and experimental) of students.   

Judgment of Musical Compositions Form I 

Webster and Hickey (1995) designed the Judgment of Musical Composition Form I (see 

Appendix C), based on research by Amabile (1996), to measure implicit holistic ratings of 

craftsmanship, originality/creativity, and aesthetic value of student compositions.  The form is 

constructed in two parts.  Part one asks the rater to rate specific musical characteristics about 

each composition.  Part two asks the rater to consider global issues about each composition.  All 

parts of the form use a Likert-type rating scale from 5 (the highest rating) to 1 (the lowest rating).  

The form asks the rater to “use their own definitions of the items given and try to be consistent in 

your interpretation of these items from subject to subject” (Webster & Hickey, 1995, p.  39).  

Webster and Hickey reported initial inter-rater reliability correlations of r = .82 for global items 

and r = .80 for specific items. 
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Participants  

The students in this study represent the typical population researchers like Williams 

(2007, 2012) label as nontraditional music students who is part of the 80% of the school 

population who is not part of an ensemble class.  Furthermore, they also fit Reimer’s (2003) and 

Strand’s (2003) description in that they are enrolled in a secondary general music class, and they 

have not yet had the chance to participate in music composition experiences because of limited 

course offerings.   

Participants (N = 27) for this study were a convenience population and included 11 

seventh grade students and 16 eighth grade students enrolled in the primary researcher’s general 

music class at a small rural K-12 school in East Central Alabama.  The other section of seventh 

and eighth students were not included in the study because many were enrolled in special 

education and often received specialized services during this class time.  The school used in this 

study has a high transient population.  For example, the student population during the 2012-2013 

school year was 402 students.  At the time of this study, the school’s total population was 

approximately 340 students, with approximately 21 total seventh graders and 29 total eighth 

graders.  The participants’ ages ranged from 12 to 15 years and there were 11 male and 16 

female students.  In comparison, the seventh and eighth grade students not included in this study 

had 10 seventh grade students and 13 eighth grade students and there were 12 male and 11 

female students.  

Students’ music experiences were limited, and before this study, they had little-to-no 

composition experience.  The eighth grade students had general music the previous year, but this 

was the seventh grade students’ first year of formal music instruction.  Neither grade level had 
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elementary music instruction beyond an occasional special class or the school-wide holiday play, 

which occurred at the end of each fall semester.  

Assent/Consent and Training Procedures 

This study occurred during April and May of 2014.  Approximately two weeks before the 

study began, the researcher met with potential student participants to explain the purpose and 

scope of the study.  During this meeting, he answered questions and provided the students with 

the consent/assent form and the audio/video release form (see Appendix A).  The researcher 

informed the students that, though this was part of a research study, they all would participate in 

the composition sessions because the sessions were part of their regular general music class 

instruction, regardless of whether or not it was for research.  Subsequently, they were told if they 

wanted to participate in the study, to have their data and information used in the study, they 

needed to sign the consent/assent and the audio/video release forms and have their 

parents/guardians sign them.  Students were told to return the signed forms to the school’s office 

manager before the end of the 8 sessions and the posttest.  There were 27 students in the class 

and all but one returned the consent/assent and audio/video forms before the study began.  One 

student returned the forms during the study, but then withdrew from school before completing 

the posttest.  That student’s data was dropped from some of the analyses for this study. 

Before the research study began, all 27 students were trained to use the iPads to complete 

several music tasks.  The iPad training period lasted two weeks during which students used 

various applications to compose pentatonic melodies, create rhythmic ostinato pieces, create 

harmonic accompaniment, and explore texture and timbre.  In addition, during the training time, 

the class discussed the creative process and the researcher trained them to use the Compositional 

Process Form (See Appendix B).   
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Group Assignment 

All students were administered the Advanced Measures of Music Audiation (AMMA) 

(Gordon, 1989) before the participating in the group composition experience.  This served as a 

pretest.  Based on their total pretest AMMA scores, students were assigned to one of six groups.  

To ensure all groups were balanced, the six students with the highest total AMMA scores were 

placed into six different groups (one in each group).  The next six students with the next highest 

scores were randomly assigned, each to one of the six groups.  Random selection continued in 

the same way until all students were assigned to a group.  After all students were assigned to one 

of the six groups, each group was randomly assigned to be either a control group (non-

technology, n = 3) or an experimental group (technology; n = 3). Table 1 shows gender and 

grade level demographics for the control and experimental groups.  

 

Table 1 

Demographic Breakdown for Control and Experimental Groups 

  Control   Experimental 

  
7th 
Grade 

8th 
Grade Total   

7th 
Grade  

8th 
Grade Total 

Female 2 6 8 
 

3 5 8 
Male 3 2 5 

 
3 3 6 

Total 5 8 13   6 8 14 
Note. One student moved before completing the study. 

   

Eight Composition Sessions 

Students participated in eight composition sessions.  Before Session One, the researcher 

prepared the pitched classroom instruments (xylophones, metallophones, etc.) and iPads for 

students to compose using the G pentatonic scale, as they did in the iPad training sessions.  

However, the researcher did not attempt to limit the students to G pentatonic during composition. 
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The only instructions the researcher gave the students were: “You must write a piece of music 

that sounds good to you and your group.  Your music must be at least one minute long, with a 

clear beginning and clear end.  Every member of your group must play a part.”  As a result, 

during the composition sessions, students reset the settings on the iPads and reset the acoustic 

instruments (replaced removed keys/bars).  In order to track the work of the technology group, 

the iPads were assigned a number on the lock and home screen.  The students in the technology 

group used the same iPad for each session. 

Before each of the eight composition sessions, the researcher reviewed the instructions 

(stated above).  In addition, at the beginning of each composition session, the researcher 

reviewed the creative process with the students using the Compositional Process Form displayed 

on a projector screen in front of the room.  Finally, at the beginning of each class, starting with 

the second class (session two), students were asked to discuss in their groups what they 

accomplished in the previous session.  They were given up to 10 minutes for discussion.  After 

the discussion, the researcher asked the students if they had any questions.  Once he answered all 

questions, he instructed them to go to their assigned areas and to begin working or continue 

working on their compositions for a period of one hour.   

In each of the eight sessions, the non-technology group remained in the music classroom 

and the technology group moved to an adjacent empty classroom.  The researcher moved 

between rooms during the composition sessions.  He answered questions when it was 

appropriate, took notes to determine anecdotally how far students moved during each session, 

but was a bystander and observer rather than an active part in the students’ work.  At the 

conclusion of one hour, the researcher instructed the students to stop working.  They returned to 
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the music room and completed the Compositional Process Form (see Appendix B).  Each student 

completed one of these forms for each session (resulted in eight forms per student). 

During the ninth class time, the one immediately following the final (eighth) composition 

session, the researcher audio recorded each group’s composition.  Only the researcher and the 

individual group members were in the room during the recording.  No other students or teachers 

were present.  Before recording, each group received ten minutes to review their composition 

and then performed their composition.  The researcher audio recorded the compositions using 

Audacity software installed on a MacBook Pro with a Blue Yeti USB condenser microphone.  

The researcher deleted any extraneous talking that occurred before or after each recording to 

attempt to maintain the students’ anonymity, but did no other editing to the files.  After the 

recording session, the class as a whole gathered to listen to all of the compositions.  During the 

tenth class meeting, the class period immediately following the recording session, all students 

were administered the AMMA for a second time to obtain posttest scores.  

Expert Ratings 

Within two weeks after the researcher recorded the groups’ compositions, four expert 

music educators met to evaluate the musical compositions using the Judgment of Music 

Composition Form I (see Appendix C) (Webster & Hickey, 1995).  Judges were selected based 

on two criteria: (1) specialty—one in each area: band, choir, general, composer, and (2) at least 

five years of public school music teaching experience.  At the time of this study, all four judges 

had 12 or more years of music teaching experience. 

The researcher played the students’ original recordings from a MacBook Pro Computer 

using a Bose Series II sound dock as the speaker.  However, before the judges evaluated the 

students’ recordings, the researcher randomly assigned a play order for each of the six 
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compositions.  In addition, the researcher trained the judges on how to use the Judgment of 

Music Composition Form I.  They were instructed to listen to a sample recording and to not take 

any notes.  They listened a second time, were allowed to make notes, and rated the composition 

using the form.  The researcher answered any questions they had before the experts evaluated the 

students’ compositions.  The sample form was placed in each judge’s envelope.  After a few 

minutes, once all of the judges were ready, the researcher played each of the six recordings.  

Judges were reminded that they could not take notes during the first listening; they were 

instructed to just listen.  

After the judges listened to all six recordings, the researcher instructed the experts to take 

a break of one hour and that they may not discuss the compositions.  At the conclusion of one 

hour, the researcher reviewed the form with the experts and answered any questions. Then the 

experts listened to the recordings again in the same order as the first time.  During the second 

listening, they could take notes and were instructed to use the Judgment of Music Composition 

Form I to rate the recordings.  The experts received time between each recording to complete the 

form.  After the experts rated all six of the compositions, the researcher told the judges to select 

two compositions they thought were the best and two they thought were the worst in each of the 

following areas: (1) originality, (2) aesthetic appeal, and (3) creativity.  The researcher instructed 

that each category was different and though a composition was their best (or worst) in one 

category, it did not necessarily have to be the best (or worst) in any of the other categories. 
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Data Analysis 

The data obtained using the three forms (previously described) were used to evaluate the 

research questions.  Where appropriate, descriptive statistics were provided.  Data for research 

question 1a, 1b, and 1c were analyzed using a mixed design MANOVA. Research question 2 was 

analyzed using Chi-Square.  Research question 3 was analyzed using one-way between-subjects 

ANOVA.  Results are reported in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS  

The purpose of this study was to explore compositional process stages, determine 

aptitude score changes, and examine differences in two groups (non-technology versus 

technology) of secondary-level general music students who composed music over eight 

composition sessions.  Description the students was included as part of the method describing the 

participants for this study.  As a reminder, students were administered the AMMA (Gordon, 

1989) as a pretest, were assigned to one of six groups based on their AMMA scores (see method 

for complete group description), and then each of the six groups were randomly assigned to be 

either a non-technology (n = 3) or technology (n = 3) group.  This chapter includes the results 

from the data collected from the students and the expert judges and is organized using the three 

research questions.  

Research Question One 

As stated in the method, students were administered the AMMA test to determine their 

aptitude scores before and after treatment.  The first research question asked: what will students' 

AMMA tonal, rhythm, and total scores be before and after participating in eight compositional 

sessions using either acoustic instruments and/or voices or using iPads (applications with 

instrument sounds) and acoustic instruments and/or voices, and will there be significant 

differences in the following three areas?	  
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a. Control group’s (non-technology) pre- and posttest tonal, rhythm, and total AMMA 

scores versus the experimental group’s (technology) pre- and posttest tonal, rhythm, 

and total AMMA scores. 

b. Change in control group’s (non-technology) pre- to posttest tonal, rhythm, and total 

AMMA scores. 

c. Change in experimental group’s (technology) pre- to posttest tonal, rhythm, and total 

AMMA scores. 

 

AMMA Pretest and Posttest Descriptive Statistics – Question 1a 

The results in this section answer the first part of research question one by providing the 

students’ pre- and posttest AMMA scores.  Table 2 shows the pre- and posttest tonal, rhythm, 

and total scores for students in the non-technology (control) group, and Table 3 shows the tonal, 

rhythm, and total scores for the students in the technology (experimental) group.  Table 4 shows 

the descriptive statistics for the tonal subscale, rhythm subscale, and the total AMMA scores for 

the pre- and posttest for both groups.  

When examining the non-technology group in Table 2, one can see that seven students 

increased or stayed the same on pre- to post total score.  However, five students’ scores 

decreased from pre- to posttest.  More specifically, two students decreased by more than 10 

points; NT 10 decreased by 12 points and NT six decreased by 14 points.  Four of the students’ 

scores decreased in both subscales.  Student NT 13 also showed a decrease in the tonal subscale, 

but increased by three points in rhythm subscale.  In addition, three students (NT one, NT five, 

and NT eight) increased by double digits.  Particularly interesting is the difference between 

student NT eight’s total pre- and posttest scores; he/she gained 27 points.   
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Examining the students in the technology group in Table 3, one can see that the majority 

of the students grew from their pre- to posttest scores.  Interestingly enough, it appears that the 3 

students who decreased from pre- to posttest (total score) all decreased in the rhythm subscale 

and one student also decreased in the tonal subscale.  The decrease in total score was minimal, 5 

points or less.  Four students’ total scores increased by double digits (T 3, T 4, T 5, T 6). 

 

Table 2 

AMMA Pre and Post Scores: Non-Technology Group 

Student Pre 
Tonal  

Post 
Tonal  

Pre 
Rhythm 

Post 
Rhythm  

Pre 
Total  

Post 
Total  

Pre & Post 
Totals 

Difference 
NT 1 22 28 25 31 47 59 12 
NT 2 23 27 27 32 50 59 9 
NT 3 24 22 28 24 52 46 -6 
NT 4 22 21 24 28 46 49 3 
NT 5 24 32 25 34 49 66 17 
NT 6 25 21 31 21 56 42 -14 
NT 7 25 26 29 28 54 54 0 
NT 8 21 34 22 36 43 70 27 
NT 9 21 17 23 20 44 37 -7 
NT 10 23 16 23 18 46 34 -12 
NT 11 20 –  19 – 39 – – 
NT 12 19 20 23 22 42 42 0 
NT 13 23 19 22 25 45 44 -1 

Note.  Student NT 11 withdrew from school before completing the posttest.   
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Table 3 

AMMA Pre and Post Scores: Technology Group 

Student Pre 
Tonal  

Post 
Tonal  

Pre 
Rhythm 

Post 
Rhythm  

Pre 
Total  

Post 
Total  

Pre & Post 
Totals 

Difference 
T 1 18 24 25 27 43 51 8 
T 2 22 20 19 24 41 44 3 
T 3 20 28 27 29 47 57 10 
T 4 16 22 17 22 33 44 11 
T 5 21 29 28 30 49 59 10 
T 6 18 26 21 26 39 52 13 
T 7 24 23 22 25 46 48 2 
T 8 27 25 28 26 55 51 -4 
T 9 29 29 33 34 62 63 1 
T 10 24 24 22 24 46 48 2 
T 11 24 24 29 26 53 50 -3 
T 12 20 22 25 29 45 51 6 
T 13 17 17 26 21 43 38 -5 
T 14 21 25 27 27 48 52 4 

 

Table 4 

Descriptive Statistics for Pre- and Posttest AMMA	  	  

Group Score Type Pre Mean SD Post Mean SD 

Technology Tonal 21.50 3.78 24.14 3.35 

	  
Rhythm  24.93 4.30 26.43 3.37 

	  
TOTAL  46.43 7.12 50.57 6.38 

Non-Technology Tonal 22.67 1.78 23.58 5.78 

	  
Rhythm  25.17 2.95 26.58 5.84 

  TOTAL 47.83 4.43 50.17 11.44 
Note.  Student NT 11 withdrew from school before completing the posttest.  As a result 
he/she was removed from these analyses.     
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AMMA Pre- and Posttest Comparisons – Question 1a, 1b, and 1c 

A mixed design multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was run to compare the 

mean scores for the pre- and posttest tonal and rhythm subscales and also the total score of the 

non-technology students versus the technology students.   Table 5 shows that there were no 

significant differences between the groups for any of the three scores.  The answer to research 

question 1a is there were no significant differences between the two groups AMMA pre- and 

posttest scores. 

As previously mentioned, many students’ scores changed from pre- to posttest. However, 

there were no significant differences observed. The answer to research question 1b and 1c is that 

there were no significant differences in the tonal, rhythm, and total AMMA pre- and posttest 

scores for either the non-technology or technology groups.  

Table 5 
 

	   	   	   	   	   	  Multivariate Analysis of Variance for AMMA 
	  

	   	   	   	    Wilks’ λ F df Sig. Partial Eta2  Power 
Group (Tech vs. Non Tech) 0.98 0.37 2 0.96 0.003 0.055 
Time (Pre- vs. Posttest) 0.98 1.66 2 0.21 0.126 0.313 
Time * Group 0.94 0.75 2 0.48 0.061 0.162 

 

Research Question Two  

The second research question asked: during eight composition sessions, what will 

students’ self-report regarding their own and their groups’ compositional process scores, and will 

there be any significant differences between the control (non-technology) group’s scores versus 

the experimental (technology) group’s scores?  As stated in the method, at the conclusion of each 

session the students completed the Compositional Process Form to obtain a self-reported process 

score for individual and group progress in the composition process.  Each student reported where 
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they thought they individually were in the process and where they thought their group was in the 

process.  Students did not discuss as a group what their group’s process score should be for each 

session.   

Compositional Process Form Descriptive Statistics 

The data presented here provides the answer to the first part of research question two.  

Table 6 details the self-reported scores on the individual portion of the Compositional Process 

Form.  Table 7 details the self-reported scores on the group portion of the Compositional Process 

Form.  Furthermore, Cronbach’s Alpha indicated the reliability for this form was .82.   

Interestingly, the individual students and groups using technology spent more time in the 

exploration phase of the compositional process.  Some individual students in the technology 

group stayed in exploration phase until session five while the non-technology students reported 

both individually and as a group that they completed exploration after the third session.   

Another interesting finding is that, even though technology students (individually and in 

groups) marked that they were finished with exploration by the end of the third session, three 

technology students indicated they were in exploration again in the fifth session.  The non-

technology students indicated that they individually and their groups spent the majority of the 

eight sessions in rehearsal and production, whereas the technology students marked that they 

individually and their groups spent the majority of their time in exploration and development.   
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Table 6 

Crosstabs for All Sessions: Individual Scores 

Session # 
 

Composition 
Process Levels 

Technology versus Non-Technology 
Total 

 
Chi-Square 

(p) Technology Non-Technology 

1 Exploration 7 8 15 1.99 (.37) 

 Development 5 2 7  

 Rehearsal 1 0 1  

 Production 0 0 0  
  Total 13 10 23  
2 Exploration 5 6 11 3.42 (.18) 

 Development 5 7 12  

 Rehearsal 3 0 3  

 Production 0 0 0  
  Total 13 13 26  
3 Exploration 4 1 5 4.1 (.13) 

 
Development 7 5 12  

 
Rehearsal 2 6 8  

 
Production 0 0 0  

  Total 13 12 25  
4 Exploration 1 0 1 8.91 (.03*) 

 
Development 8 2 10  

 
Rehearsal 5 7 12  

 
Production 0 4 4  

  Total 14 13 27  
5 Exploration 4 0 4 12.2 (.007**) 

 
Development 4 0 4  

 
Rehearsal 6 8 14  

 
Production 0 4 4  

  Total 14 12 26  
6 Exploration 0 0 0 9.27 (.01**) 

 
Development 3 0 3  

 
Rehearsal 7 2 9  

 
Production 2 8 10  

  Total 12 10 22  
7 Exploration 0 0 0 2.03 (.36) 

 
Development 2 0 2  

 
Rehearsal 6 5 11  

 
Production 6 7 13  

  Total 14 12 26  
8 Exploration 0 0 0 0 (1) 

 
Development 0 0 0  

 
Rehearsal 2 2 4  

 
Production 11 11 22  

 
Total 13 13 26  

Note.  Total N = 27.  Some students were missing during some sessions.  

* Chi-Square is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).   
** Chi-Square is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 7 

Crosstabs for All Sessions: Group Scores 

Session # 
  

Composition  
Process Levels 

Technology versus Non-Technology Total 
  

Chi-Square 
(p) Technology Non-Technology 

1 Exploration 6 6 12 4.59 (.2) 

 Development 6 1 7  

 Rehearsal 1 2 3  

 Production 0 1 1  
  Total 13 10 23  
2 Exploration 6 7 13 1.08 (.58) 

 Development 6 6 12  

 Rehearsal 1 0 1  

 Production 0 0 0  
  Total 13 13 26  

3 Exploration 4 2 6 7.02 (.03*) 

 
Development 7 2 9  

 
Rehearsal 2 8 10  

 
Production 0 0 0  

  Total 13 12 25  
4 Exploration 0 0 0 7.89 (.02*) 

 
Development 8 1 9  

 
Rehearsal 6 11 17  

 
Production 0 1 1  

  Total 14 13 27  
5 Exploration 3 0 3 10.82 (.01**) 

 
Development 6 1 7  

 
Rehearsal 5 7 12  

 
Production 0 4 4  

  Total 14 12 26  
6 Exploration 0 0 0 11.94 (.003**) 

 
Development 4 0 4  

 
Rehearsal 6 1 7  

 
Production 2 9 11  

  Total 12 10 22  
7 Exploration 0 0 0 3.26 (.19) 

 
Development 3 0 3  

 
Rehearsal 5 4 9  

 
Production 6 8 14  

  Total 14 12 26  
8 Exploration 0 0 0 0.38 (.54) 

 
Development 0 0 0  

 
Rehearsal 2 1 3  

 
Production 11 12 23  

 
Total 13 13 26  

Note.  Total N = 27.  Some students were missing during some sessions. 
* Chi-Square is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).   
** Chi-Square is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Compositional Process Form Comparisons 

A Chi-Square was performed to observe if there were differences between the technology 

and non-technology groups’ individual and group scores on the Compositional Process Form.  It 

must be noted that there were less than five cases per cell. Result from this analysis should be 

viewed with caution.  Table 6 shows there were no statistically significant differences between 

the groups (technology versus non-technology) for individual scores for sessions one, two, three, 

seven, and eight.  Additionally, there were no statistically significant differences found between 

the groups (technology versus non-technology) for group scores for session one, two, seven, and 

eight (see Table 7).   

Though there were some areas that were not significantly different, there were some 

significant differences discovered using the Chi-Square.  Table 6 indicates that there were 

statistically significant differences between the technology and non-technology groups for 

individual scores for sessions four, five, and six.  In addition, a	  statistically significant difference 

was observed between the technology and non-technology groups for group scores for sessions 

three, four, five, and six (see Table 7).   

Ultimately, it appears that there were no differences between the technology and the non-

technology groups in the beginning and ending of the compositional process (sessions one, two, 

seven, and eight).  However, there were differences between the technology and non-technology 

groups in the middle sessions (three, four, five, six).  Based on these results, the answer to the 

second part of research question two was that there were some significant differences between 

the two groups self-reported compositional process scores.  
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Research Question Three  

The third research question asked: regarding specific music characteristics, global 

considerations, and overall reactions, what will expert music educators’ rate compositions from 

the control group (non-technology) and the experimental group (technology), and will there be 

any significant differences in expert music educators’ ratings of compositions from the control 

group (non-technology) versus compositions from the experimental group (technology)?  Four 

expert judges rated the compositions using the Judgment of Musical Compositions Form I 

(Webster and Hickey, 1995).  Table 8 shows demographic data for the judges.   

 

Table 8 

Demographic Information: Judges 

  Specialty Gender 
K-12  

Experience  
Higher Education  

Experience 
Judge 1 Composition F 20 13 
Judge 2 Instrumental F 8 14 
Judge 3 Vocal  F 21 0 
Judge 4 General Music M 13 0 

 

Judgment of Musical Compositions Form I Descriptive Statistics 

The first part of research question three asked about expert music educators’ (judges) 

ratings for compositions from both groups (non-technology and technology).  The data presented 

in this section answers this part of the question.   

The Judgment of Musical Compositions Form I has two subscales (global and specific 

music content) that combine for an overall total score.  Table 9 shows judges’ ratings for the 

subscales and total score for each composition.  Overall reliability was determined using 

Cronbach’s alpha.  For the judges’ scores for each item on the rating sheet, reliability was .92.  

When their scores for just specific music content were analyzed for reliability, the result was .85; 
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global was .90.  These results indicate strong to very strong inter-rater reliability for the four 

judges using the Judgment of Musical Composition Form I to rate the individual compositions.   

The judges’ scores in Table 9 indicate that judge one (composer) rated all the technology 

groups higher than the non-technology groups.  Judges three’s (choral) and four’s (general 

music) highest total scores were two of the technology groups.  Furthermore, both judges rated at 

least one non-technology group higher than a technology group.  Interestingly, Judge two 

(instrumental) had a technology group as the highest scoring group, but was the only judge that 

rated two non-technology groups over the other technology groups.   

Table 9 

Judgment of Musical Composition Form I: Subscales and Total Score 

  Group Sub 
Group 

Specific 
Music Content 

Global 
Music Content 

Total Score 
 

Judge 1 Technology 1 34 54 88 

  2 46 57 103 

  
3 32 48 80 

 
Non-Technology 1 26 32 58 

  
2 33 45 78 

  
 

3 15 26 41 
Judge 2 Technology 1 32 37 69 

  2 48 52 100 

  
3 28 35 63 

 
Non-Technology 1 34 41 75 

  
2 34 35 69 

  
 

3 34 42 76 
Judge 3 Technology 1 40 52 92 

  2 49 60 109 

  
3 41 50 91 

 
Non-Technology 1 20 26 46 

  
2 33 42 75 

  
 

3 39 58 97 
Judge 4 Technology 1 36 51 87 

  2 42 51 93 

  
3 28 43 71 

 
Non-Technology 1 25 19 44 

  
2 35 47 82 

  
 

3 22 25 47 
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Table 10 shows the mean scores for the technology and non-technology groups.  The 

technology group’s mean scores on global and specific music content were at least 11 points 

higher than the non-technology group.  Moreover, the technology group’s total mean score was 

approximately 21 points higher than the non-technology group.  The non-technology group and 

technology group had similar standard deviations for specific music content, however global and 

total scores for the non-technology group showed larger standard deviations than the technology 

group.    

 

Table 10 

Expert Ratings of Technology versus Non-Technology Compositions 

Group Score  M SD N 95% CI for Mean 
Difference Min.   Max. 

Technology	   Specific 38 7.42 12 33.28, 42.72 28 49 

	   Global  49.17 7.47 12 44.42, 53.91 35 60 
  Total  87.17 14.12 12 78.19, 96.14 63 109 
Non- Technology  Specific 29.17 7.35 12 24.49, 33.83 15 39 

	   Global  36.5 11.31 12 29.  31, 43.69 19 58 
	  	   Total  65.67 18 12 68.28, 84.55 41 97 

 

Each judge was asked to identify the two best and two worst compositions for 

craftsmanship (technical skill), originality/creativity (imaginativeness), and overall aesthetic 

value (feelingful musical experience).  Table 11 shows each judge’s overall reaction to the best 

and worst compositions.  Their choices were not analyzed using statistics.  However, the results 

overall showed that all judges selected technology based compositions as the best in each 

category more than the non-technology compositions.  Furthermore, the results also showed that 

all judges selected non-technology compositions as the worst in each category more than the 

technology compositions.   
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Table 11 

Overall Reaction to Compositions  

Judge Craftsmanship  Originality  Aesthetic Appeal 
  Best 2 Worst 2  Best 2 Worst 2  Best 2 Worst 2 
1 T1, T2 N1, N3  T1, T2 N1, N3  T1, T2 N1, N3 
2 T2, T3 T1, N2  T2, T3 T1, N2  T2, T3 T1, N2 
3 T2, N3 N1, N2  T2, N3 N1, N2  T2, N3 N1, N2 
4 T1, N2 N1, N3  T1, T2 N1, N3  T2, N2 N1, N3 

Note.  T represents technology groups and N represents non-technology groups.   

 

Table 12 shows the judges’ overall reaction to the compositions along with individual 

scores for each composition.  The compositions selected as the best two were not always the 

highest rated compositions.  Judge two selected composition T3 as one of the best in all three 

categories.  However, Judge two’s rating of composition T3 was the lowest in specific music 

content, global music content, and in the total score.  Judge four selected composition N2 as one 

of the best for craftsmanship and aesthetical appeal.  However, Judge four’s ratings for specific 

music content, global music content, and the total score fell between the best two and worst two 

rated compositions.  Interestingly, the compositions chosen by each judge as the worst two were 

also the judge’s two lowest rated compositions by total score.   
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Table 12 

Overall Reaction to Compositions With Judges Scores 

 

 

Judgment of Musical Compositions Form I Comparisons 

The second part of research question three asked if there were significant differences 

between expert music educators’ (judges) ratings for the two groups (non-technology and 

technology).  Judges’ scores for specific music content, global music content, and overall scores 

were analyzed using a one-way between-subjects ANOVA.  Table 13 shows there were 

statistically significant differences found between the judges’ scores for the technology versus 

Craftsmanship Judge Best 2 Music Content Scores Worst 2 Music Content Scores 
   Identified Specific Global Total Identified Specific Global Total 
 1 T2 46 57 103 N1 26 32 58 
  T1 34 54 88 N3 15 26 41 
 2 T2 48 52 100 T1 32 37* 69 
   T3 28* 35* 63* N2 34* 35 69 
 3 T2 49 60 109 N1 20 26 46 
   N3 39* 58 97 N2 33 42 75 
 4 T1 36 51 87 N1 25 19 44 

   N2 35* 47* 82* N3 22 25 47 
Originality Judge Best 2 Music Content Scores Worst 2 Music Content Scores 

   Identified Specific Global Total Identified Specific Global Total 
 1 T2 46 57 103 N1 26 32 58 
  T1 34 54 88 N3 15 26 41 
 2 T2 48 52 100 T1 32 37* 69 
   T3 28* 35* 63* N2 34* 35 69 
 3 T2 49 60 109 N1 20 26 46 
   N3 39* 58 97 N2 33 42 75 
 4 T1 36 51 87 N1 25 19 44 

   T2 42 51 93 N3 22 25 47 
Aesthetic 
Appeal 

Judge Best 2 Music Content Scores Worst 2 Music Content Scores 
  Identified Specific Global Total Identified Specific Global Total 

 1 T2 46 57 103 N1 26 32 58 
  T1 34 54 88 N3 15 26 41 
 2 T2 48 52 100 T1 32 37* 69 
   T3 28* 35* 63* N2 34* 35 69 
 3 T2 49 60 109 N1 20 26 46 
   N3 39* 58 97 N2 33 42 75 
 4 T2 42 51 93 N1 25 19 44 

   N2 35* 47* 82* N3 22 25 47 
Note: Scores with an * indicate that the composition was not in the highest two or lowest two as rated by the judge.   
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the non-technology group compositions for the specific music content F(1, 22) = 8.56, p = .01, 

global music content, F(1, 22) = 10.48, p = .004, and total score F(1, 22) = 10.6,  p = .004.   

According to these results, the answer to the second part of research question three was 

that there were significant differences in judges’ ratings for non-technology compositions versus 

technology compositions.  As previously reported in Table 9 and Table 10, the scores for the 

technology compositions were generally higher than the non-technology composition scores.  

 

Table 13 

One-way Between-subjects ANOVA: Expert Ratings of Technology versus Non-Technology 

Compositions 

  Score  Sum of Squares df Mean 
Square F Sig.   

Specific  Between Groups 468.17 1 468.17 8.59 0.008** 

 Within Groups 1199.67 22 54.53   
  Total  1667.83 23       
Global Between Groups 962.67 1 962.67 10.48 0.004** 

 Within Groups 1010.67 22 91.85   
  Total  2983.33 23       
Total  Between Groups 2773.5 1 2773.5 10.6 .004** 

 Within Groups 5756.33 22 261.65   
  Total  8529.83 23       
Note.  **p <.01 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION  

 Music education authors, curricula designers, and researchers have long been advocates 

for developing students to fulfill a variety of musical roles (Andrews, 1970; Elliot, 1995; Hickey, 

2013; MENC, 1994; Reimer, 2003; Webster, 2002; Wiggins, 2003).  The literature seems to 

indicate that students often do not receive many creative experiences, including composition 

(Byo, 1999; Orman, 2002; Strand, 2006).   However, the literature also indicates that students 

that participate in composition experiences receive benefits that go beyond creating a tangible 

product (Gromko, 2003; Hickey, 2003, 2013; McCord, 1999/2000; Stauffer, 2003, 2013; 

Webster, 2002, Wiggins, 2003).   

Students enter music classrooms with a technology skill set that often surpasses that of 

the teacher (Gardner & Davis, 2013; Hickey, 2004).  A growing body of literature suggests that 

technology should be utilized in music classrooms to connect with students and their musical 

world (Hickey, 1997, 2004; Reynolds, 2005; Webster, 1994, 2009; Webster & Hickey, 2006; 

Uptis, 1989).   Furthermore, literature indicates that technology can be a way to allow students to 

participate in composition experiences with or without some musical abilities (Hickey, 2013; 

Kaschub & Smith, 2009; Webster & Hickey, 2006; Williams, 2007, 2012).   

	   This study is unique from previous research because it examines differences between 

students using technology versus students who do not use technology during the composition 

process.  Although other studies examined technology as a tool for composition, they did not 
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compare groups with and without technology (Hickey, 1997; Mellor, 2007; McCord, 1999/2000, 

2002; Nilsson & Folkestad, 2005; Riley, 2006; Ruthman, 2008; Seddon & O’Neil, 2003; 

Stauffer, 2001; Ward, 2009).   

Only one other study examined differences between students who used and did not use 

technology to compose (Kuehne, Lundstrom, & Walls, 2013).  Although there are similarities 

between this study and the Kuehne, Lundstrom, and Walls’ study, there were more differences 

than similarities.  The students in Kuehne, Lundstrom, and Walls’ study were in the fourth grade.  

The composition task in Kuehne, Lundstrom, and Walls’ study required the students to compose 

a piece with, “at least five different instruments, be eight or more measures long, be in 3/4 or 4/4 

meter, include a melody, include an identifiable rhythm, use dynamics, and be in ABA form” 

(Kuehne, Lundstrom, & Walls 2013, p.  39).  This study differs because the population was 

seventh and eighth grade students and their composition task was open-ended.  Furthermore, the 

only instructions the students in this study received were to write a piece of music that sounds 

good to you and your group that is at least one-minute long, with a clear beginning and end, and 

every member of your group must perform for the final recording.   

Another difference between the two studies was how technology is utilized.  In Kuehne, 

Lundstrom, and Walls’ study, the students used desktop computers with notion software to 

compose.  Students in this study used iPads and could choose from several different applications 

to complete their composition.  Notation was a required component in Kuehne, Lundstrom and 

Walls’s study, whereas in this study notation was not required.  As suggested by Gromko (2003), 

the students in this study were not inhibited by notation, but allowed to create their own 

compositional narrative based on selected compositional tools and group dynamics.    
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Ultimately, the purpose of the Kuehne, Lundstrom, and Walls study was to determine the 

effect of technology integration in composition on 4th grade students’ opinions through peer 

review of the process and product of composition, and on their musical knowledge on an 

achievement test after composing with or without technology.   In this study, the purpose was to 

determine if there were differences in seventh and eighth grade students’ posttest scores using 

the AMMA (Gordon, 1989), their self-reported time in the compositional process using a 

researcher-created form, and professional musicians’ ratings on the compositional products using 

the Judgment of Musical Composition Form I (Webster and Hickey, 1995).   One large 

difference to note was that all of the forms used in this study, as previously reported, were 

statistically reliable (all .80 or higher).  Alternately, in the Kuehne, Lundstrom, and Walls (2013) 

study, no reliability was reported for the forms, which were all created by the researchers.  The 

remainder of this chapter will discuss findings by topic as presented in Chapter 4.   

Change in Pre- to Posttest Scores on AMMA 

 Examination of students’ pre- and posttest music aptitude scores revealed several 

interesting findings.  First, when looking at the gain and loss from pre- to posttest for all three 

areas (tonal, rhythm, and tonal) the technology group gained more total points than the non-

technology group.  However, there should be caution when interpreting this result because the 

technology group had two more students than the non-technology group.  More over, when 

examining where students lost or gained points in the subscales (tonal and rhythm), the results 

from this study suggest having technology options for composition may affect student’s musical 

aptitude.  The technology groups had three students who lost points from their pre- to posttest 

total score.  In addition, the technology group’s score loss ranged from three to four points.  One 

student lost points in tonal and rhythm and the other two lost points only in rhythm.  In contrast, 
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five non-technology students lost points from their pre- to posttest total score and that loss 

ranged from 1 to 14 points.  All five of these lost points were in both tonal and rhythm.   

 Several authors suggest that the tools students’ use affects not only the overall 

composition, but student learning as well (Hickey, 1997; Kratus, 2001; McCord, 2002; 

Reynolds, 2005; Stauffer, 2002; Wiggins, 2003).   The technology group had a full range of tonal 

options available to them because of the applications they used.  The applications provided a 

large range of instrumental or vocal timbres.  In addition, they were able to create new sounds.  

The technology group could use the iPad touch screen to manipulate different sounds (tonal and 

rhythm).  As a result, students could compose without demonstrating vocal or instrumental 

proficiency (i.e.  playing an instrument or singing on pitch).    

In contrast, the non-technology groups were limited to using their voices or the acoustic 

instruments available to them in the music classroom.  Students could choose between various 

instruments including winds, guitars, piano, percussion, Orff and chromatic mallet instruments, 

found instrument sounds (such as chairs, body percussion, etc.), or use their voices.  However, 

the students had to possess the technical ability to manipulate the instruments or their voices to 

produce the sounds they wanted to include in their compositions.   

Bolton (2008) and Burnard (2006) indicated that students focus on what they already 

understand and throughout the composition process build upon that knowledge.  In the first two 

sessions, both groups (technology and non-technology) focused on using the classroom 

instruments on which they had previous music learning.  Also during this time, the technology 

students were exploring the different applications, but were not using them in the composition 

process.  However, by session three for some and four for all groups, when the technology group 

discovered that iPads offered more options, they abandoned the classroom instruments.  
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Furthermore, the non-technology groups’ compositions resembled their school music 

experiences (World Music Drumming, Drum Line Cadences, etc.), whereas the technology 

groups’ compositions more closely resembled their out of school music options.  As Airy & Parr 

(2001), Mellor (2007a), and Ward (2009) suggest in their research, the technology students in 

this study discovered that technology was a more useful tool for their compositions and 

interacted with it more than the acoustic instruments; they were all using the iPads by session 4.  

In addition, they discovered they had many more options to create music that was different from 

their school music experiences. 

The students’ resulting compositions reflected differences that could be associated with 

using technology.  Only two of the three non-technology groups included a tonal instrument in 

their final compositions.  One of the groups used piano to begin their composition and also used 

it as a bridge between two sections in their music.  Another group used an alto metallophone to 

improvise with other unpitched percussion instruments.  For both of these groups, it appeared 

that these were purposeful choices, but neither group used their tonal instruments to create 

thematic material.  Rather, the tonal instruments served as glue to piece together two rhythmic 

sections.  All of the technology groups included melodic material and one used a melodic theme 

as unifying element for their composition.  Two used melodic material to provide harmony and 

or ambient sounds.   

The technological tools the students used to compose may have a larger impact than 

originally suggested by other researchers (Hickey, 1997, McCord, 2002; Stauffer, 2001; 

Wiggins, 2003).   Overall, the technology group’s mean pre-test scores (M = 46.42) were slightly 

lower than the non-technology group (M = 47.83).  Interestingly, on the posttest the technology 

group’s mean scores (M = 50.57) slightly surpassed the non-technology group (M = 50.16).  
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However, the change from pre- to posttest score was not found to be statistically significant for 

either group (tonal, rhythm, and total score).   

Finally, Gordon (1997) stated after age 9 even high quality music programs have no 

affect on music aptitude.  The results of this study indicate that music educators and researchers 

may want to examine the role of technology on music aptitude and audiation.  Previous research 

has shown that technology allows students to participate in music experiences that once were 

inhibited by lack of skills and knowledge (Airy & Parr, 2001; Hickey, 1997; Webster, 1994; 

Webster & Hickey, 2006).  Students are interacting more with technology both in and out of the 

music classroom, therefore it may be prudent in the future to examine technology’s affects on 

music aptitude and audiation.  Reynolds (2005) suggests technology aids students in performing 

composition tasks on the Swanwick and Tillman (1986) developmental spiral at earlier stages.  

Technology may aid students in developing music aptitude and audiation skills differently than 

previous thought.    

The Compositional Process  

Throughout all eight sessions, the students reported individually and as groups that they 

worked within all levels of the composition process.  The difference between the groups 

(technology and non-technology) was found primarily between the middle sessions (three, four, 

five, and six).  There were also differences individually between the students that did and did not 

use technology for sessions four, five, and six.  Several inferences can be made about these 

differences from previous research. 

Kaschub & Smith (2009) stated that students who use technology in the composition 

process need time to learn how to manipulate hardware and software before they can compose.  

Even though all of the students spent two weeks before the project learning to use the iPads and 
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various applications, the technology students needed help using the iPads throughout sessions 

one, two, three, and four.  By session five, they seemed to have worked out their technology 

issues.   

As reported in the results, there were no differences between the technology and non-

technology groups for sessions one and two, and sessions seven and eight.  Initially, both groups 

of students wanted to incorporate acoustic instruments in their compositions.  Each technology 

group’s focus was almost exclusively on the acoustic instruments, almost neglecting the iPads 

completely.  Some of this may be due to previously mentioned technology issues.  Additionally, 

this might also account for more time spent in exploration and development (Kaschub & Smith, 

2009).        

Hickey (1995) observed that spending more time in exploration produced more creative 

compositions.  This finding is consistent with what was observed in this study.  The technology 

groups spent the majority of their time in exploration and development, whereas the non-

technology groups spent more time in rehearsal and production.  The judges rated the technology 

groups higher than the non-technology groups.  This finding will be discussed further in the next 

section. 

Before this study, the students participated in the World Music Drumming (Schmid, 

1998) curriculum for several months.  Their primary performance experience was in the school’s 

World Music Drumming Ensemble.  Although there are tonal experiences built within this 

curriculum the primary participatory experiences are rhythmic using unpitched percussion 

instruments.  Several authors suggest that composition experiences and tasks should be authentic, 

related to what is being learned in the music classroom, and should have students solving 

musical problems (Burnard, 2006; DeLorenzo, 1989; Hickey, 2013; Wiggins, 2003).  Students in 
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both groups started composing with what was comfortable.  For them, it was unpitched 

percussion instruments.  In this case, the compositional process was also a problem solving 

activity as the groups independently had to figure out how to develop a composition with 

minimal guidelines.   

Hickey (2013) suggested that students will produce creative products that are also 

socially and historically contextual.  Webster (1996) stated that students who are part of an 

ensemble (i.e.  band) compose with that ensemble type in mind; they compose using the styles 

and instruments they have experienced.  In addition, several authors’ indicated that student’s 

compositions directly reflect their formal music learning (Folkestad, et al, 1997, 1998; Hewitt, 

2009; Seddon & O’Neil 2001, 2003; Stauffer, 2003).  In this study, the non-technology groups’ 

compositions were a direct reflection of the musicianship attained through the World Music 

Drumming Ensemble experiences and their initial decisions were based upon their contextual 

understanding of ensemble music.  It seems their musical identity was tied to their classroom 

musical experiences (Stauffer, 2003, 2013).  They used the same instruments they played in the 

World Music Drumming curriculum.  Furthermore, Webster’s (2002) Model of Creative 

Thinking in Music suggests that enabling skills and conditions will affect students’ creative 

work.  Consequently, this may have inhibited their compositional ideas to the point where they 

composed within what they thought was the socially acceptable frame of the classroom.  

Airy and Parr (2001) indicated that technology allows for more freedom in the 

composition process.  The technology groups may have felt freer to try new ideas because of the 

technology and because the technology was not part of the socially accepted classroom 

framework.  Traditionally, The World Music Drumming curriculum does not include extensive 

electronic instruments.  Their compositions included techniques and styles that reflected their 
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own personal music tastes (Airy & Parr, 2001; Mellor, 2007a).  This was not always the case.  At 

the beginning of the compositional process, they were working more like the non-technology 

groups.  However, as the students became more comfortable with using the technology their 

compositions became incrementally different from the non-technology groups’ compositions.  

Overall, it appears that using technology freed students to combine their classroom musical 

knowledge and their personal musical preferences to create compositions that reflected new 

learning.   

The students in this study built upon their previous knowledge to create new 

compositions.  The non-technology groups’ compositions, for the most part, were modeled after 

their previous learning experiences.  Alternately, the technology groups’ compositions evolved 

throughout the 8 sessions and were not like the models they previously had in their formal music 

classes.     

Expert Ratings of Compositional Products 

 Several studies supported using Amabile’s (1996) Consensual Assessment technique to 

assess students’ creative products (Hickey, 2001; Priest, 2001; Webster & Hickey, 1995).  

Experts in this study used the Consensual Assessment technique to assess and compare the 

student’s creative products.  Specifically, they used Webster and Hickey’s (1995) Judgment of 

Musical Compositions Form I.  The results in this study showed higher reliability on this form 

than the original study by Webster and Hickey.  Hickey (2001) suggested using judges that are 

not only experts in their music education specialty area, but also understand the context of the 

public school music classroom.  The higher reliability on this form in this study may be because 

each of the judges had at least eight years of experience as a public school music educator.   
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 Overall, the technology groups were rated higher by the judges than the non-technology 

groups.  The Judgment of Musical Compositions Form I used in this study may have influenced 

this result.  The form asks judges to rate compositions on specific and global musical 

considerations.  The judges indicated after rating all the compositions that it was difficult to rate 

some of the compositions because they were lacking some elements of music.  For instance, only 

one of the non-technology compositions had a melody.  The judges felt they had no choice but to 

rate those compositions without tonal elements lower.  The form did not provide a not applicable 

option.   

All of the technology groups had some tonal elements in their compositions.  In addition, 

one of the technology compositions included rap.  There was nothing on the form to evaluate the 

rap portion.  After the researcher spoke with the judges it was decided that the Judgment of 

Musical Compositions Form I was adequate for what they were asked to do, but perhaps using a 

different form or having a more closed composition task would result in a different outcome.   

Previous research suggested the parameters of the composition task affect the product (Barrett, 

2003; Burnard, 2006; Delorenzo, 1989; Hickey, 1997, 2013; Sullivan, 2003; Wiggins, 2003).  

This study sought to allow students the freedom to express musical thought, and the researcher 

sought to create an environment that leads students to find their own way to compose (Folkestad, 

Hargreaves & Lindström, 1998; Wiggins, 2002).  Therefore, any attempt to limit or close the 

composition task might have led to less creative compositional products.   

Some of this might be alleviated in the future if (1) the students can consult the rubric 

during the creation process, and (2) if the students are involved in the creation of the rubric to 

evaluate their compositions.  The students were not told their final compositions were going to 

be evaluated by experts because, as Hickey (1997, 2013) suggests external motivation may 
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negatively affect creative output.  There are no examples in the Consensual Assessment literature 

consulted for this study that allowed students see or create a rubric before or during the creative 

process (Hickey, 2001; Priest, 2001; Webster & Hickey, 1995).  The researcher also served as 

the student’s music teacher.  Throughout the compositional process other researchers suggestions 

(Barrett 2003; Hickey, 2013; Hickey & Reese, 2001; Reese, 2003; Ruthman, 2008) framed the 

dialogue for feedback.  Specifically, when providing feedback to the students the researcher 

focused on the intent of the students, was positive, and provided specific suggestions for 

improvement. 

Another interesting finding was related to the compositions each judge selected as his or 

her best two and worst two in three categories: craftsmanship, originality/creativity, and aesthetic 

appeal.  Judges were asked to select these with no other instructions.  As the results indicated the 

best two were not necessarily the highest rated compositions.  Judge two (instrumental music 

education expert) chose composition T3 as one of the best compositions in every category, 

however he/she rated T3 as the lowest.  When asked why composition T3 was selected, the judge 

indicated that there was tonal dissonance in the composition that was appealing.   

Judge four (general music education expert) selected a composition as one of the best, but his/her 

ratings did not support this.  Composition N2 was selected as the best in craftsmanship and 

aesthetic appeal.  However, this composition was rated third in specific and global music content 

and total score.  Considering the judge’s early musical background as a percussionist, the non-

technology students heavy use unpitched percussion instruments may have influenced his or her 

selection, though one cannot be sure.   

 It is interesting that the likes and dislikes of a composition do not necessarily align with 

experts’ ratings.  Teachers often have to separate personal likes and dislikes from the evaluation 
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of student work.  Separating personal likes from objective evaluation may be an advantage of 

using expert judges instead of students to rate compositions.  Hickey (2001) found that when 

students were used as experts they are reliable, but they often made judgments based on their 

personal likes.  Students may be used to rate creative/compositional products.  However, students 

will need training to become objective evaluators.  As suggested by Hickey the students and 

teachers in the classroom may often be the best evaluators of creative works produced in the 

classroom. 

Researcher Observed Group Behaviors 

 Throughout the eight composition sessions, the researcher took anecdotal notes as he 

observed the students.  Although these notes were intended to keep the researcher consistent 

throughout the eight sessions several interesting phenomena emerged.  These focused on group 

dynamics and group interaction styles.  Furthermore, these two phenomena were also mentioned 

by other researchers, and can inform some of the results from this study (Bolden, 2009; Hickey, 

1997; Kaschub, 1997; Kaschub & Smith, 2009; Mellor, 2007, 2008; Stauffer, 2001; Ward, 2009; 

Wiggins, 1999/2000, 2003).   

Group Dynamics 

Music education researchers and practitioners may also gain valuable information by 

further examining peer dynamics within group composition experiences.  Peer relationships 

during composition experiences can be motivational and lead to a shared vision of the product 

(Kaschub, 1997; Wiggins, 1999/2000).  According to Wiggins (2003), the roles students assume 

within the group are an essential first step for successful composition.  The majority of the 

students in this study were working together to form a collective compositional product. 
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 In this study, two students (NT8 and T13) became leaders of their individual groups in different 

ways.  Student NT8 initially did not seek group leadership, but after a disagreement took a more 

active role in shaping the direction of the composition process.  This student brought the group 

together and helped form a shared vision of their final product.  Student NT8 grew 27 points 

from pre- to posttest total score, the largest gain of any student.  In the last 3 sessions, Student 

NT8’s   group began helping other non-technology groups by offering constructive criticism.   

In contrast, student T13’s total score modestly dropped from pre- to posttest by 5 points.  

The most significant result related to student T13 was that his or her control affected the working 

conditions of their entire group.  Student T13 was insistent on using an acoustic instrument 

throughout the group’s composition even though the rest of the group wanted to use only the 

iPads.  The rest of the group members began focusing only on their iPads and did not work 

together.   Kaschub and Smith (2009) warn isolation can be a result of using technology in the 

composition process.  There was no shared vision for the composition process or product.  On 

the last day of the project, the students had no clear idea for their composition product and asked 

for guidance.  The majority of the group’s composition was improvisation.   

Do leadership roles students assume affect their learning? This finding seems to be in line 

with Wiggins’ (2000) suggestion that when groups achieve shared understanding and a common 

purpose they will be more successful in the composition process.  In addition, Webster’s (2002) 

Model of Creative Thinking in Music suggests that enabling conditions (personal and/or 

social/cultural) will affect students’ progress in the creative process.  Although the composition 

produced by student NT8 was not highly rated by the expert judges, the group was successful in 

producing a completed composition.  Furthermore, the group also aided other non-technology 

groups in the completion of their compositions.  Conversely, student T13’s leadership isolated 
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members of his or her group.  There was no shared group vision, which ultimately affected the 

composition process and product.  Student NT8’s growth and student T13’s loss and their 

leadership roles were interesting and warrants further investigation.   

Interaction styles during group composition.  As mentioned in Chapter 2, Kaschub and 

Smith (2009) identified common within group interaction styles, which included concurrent, 

collaborative, and executive.  The researcher noted that the ways students worked with one 

another differed between the technology and non-technology groups.  Each of the non-

technology groups worked in a collaborative style throughout the composition process.  They 

tended to model and discuss their ideas as they worked.  The students had periods where they 

worked individually on ideas, but they always sought confirmation from the group as they 

worked.   

Alternately, the technology groups began composing in a concurrent style.  The students 

composed side-by-side, working out individual problems and then would try to unify their 

individual parts.  This was due in part because the students could not hear their individual iPad 

without headphones.  The technology isolated the students.  The limitations in volume also 

limited the combinations of acoustic instruments and iPads.  Though other music composition 

studies with students using technology had students composing in isolation (Airy & Parr, 2001; 

Hewitt, 2009; Hickey, 1997; Mellor, 2007a, 2007b; Stauffer, 2001), the students in this study had 

to learn how to compose with technology while interacting as a group.   

In the technology groups, the composition process moved from concurrent style to 

collaborative composition once the students learned to create jam sessions with GarageBand.  

Jam sessions allowed the students to work simultaneously by connecting up to four iPads via 

Bluetooth or Wi-Fi.  Once they discovered and learned this, they abandoned the acoustic 
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instruments in favor of the iPads.  Furthermore, as the students were able to learn how to make 

the technology interact this impacted the style of composition.   

Though there seemed to be some advantages to composing with technology, there was a 

limitation, primarily the size of the groups.  As suggested by Kaschub and Smith (2009) the 

groups’ size impacts the interactions and learning.  The jam session feature can only 

accommodate four iPads at a time.  In five member groups, students had to solve the problem of 

incorporating the fifth student into their composition.  One group worked around this limitation 

by adding a rap part to their music.  This solution helped them accommodate using only four 

iPads.  A different group solved the iPad limitation by having a group member play their iPad 

independently with the other iPads connected through jam session.   

Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, the control of one group member led one technology 

group to work in what Kaschub and Smith (2009) described as executive style of composition.  

Executive group composition has the emergence of a domineering leader.  The student that took 

control of this group would not listen to suggestions from their other group members or the 

primary researcher.  Kaschub and Smith (2009) discuss extreme frustration with non-leader 

students in this style of composition.  This was evident to the primary researcher.  The students 

suggested the day the leader was absent, that as a group, they worked better without the student.  

As discussed earlier this interaction was detrimental to the composition product.  However, even 

though there were working issues within the group the students seemed pleased with the 

composition product.  Kaschub and Smith (2009) have suggested that even if students are not 

satisfied with their group working conditions they will generally be pleased with the final 

composition product.  
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Another area that emerged was related to evaluation.  Wiggins (1999/2000) suggested 

that when students compose in groups, evaluation happens throughout the process.  In addition, 

Kaschub and Smith (2009) propose shared understanding, compositional vision, and evaluation 

techniques benefit the individual student’s ability to evaluate.  The students’ assessment of their 

ideas came from their group members and they very rarely asked for outside help from the 

researcher.  There were several instances where the non-technology groups would assess not 

only their personal group, but also the other non-technology groups.   

Limitations 

 This study has several limitations that must be taken into account when reviewing and 

interpreting data and results. 

1. The population used for this study was students enrolled in seventh and eighth grade 

(N = 27) general music at a rural K-12 school in Alabama.  Results may not be 

generalizable to other populations that are dissimilar.   

2. Data gained to compare the two groups of students during the compositional process 

was obtained from self-reported scores of progress.  Although the reliability was high 

and there was no apparent indication of false reporting, it is possible that students 

rated themselves either better or worse based on other environmental factors.    

3. The researcher was also the music instructor for the students.  Results may not be 

generalizable to general music sections not taught by the researcher.   

Conclusions  

Wiggins (2003) stated that an essential first step in the process of composition involves 

deciding roles and tools for the composition process.  It seems that the tools and the roles of the 

group members had an affect on the process of composition.  The tools selected affect not only 
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the product, but also the type of learning that takes place.  The roles students choose impacts the 

vision and direction of the compositional process.   

Webster (2002), Hickey (2003), Kratus (1989) and Kennedy (2002) have all proposed 

compositional processes models with at least four steps.  This study sought to observe if there 

were differences between students using technology versus students not using technology in the 

compositional process.  Regardless of the use technology, this study’s results indicate that 

students do move through stages and can be adequate raters of their own individual and group’s 

compositional progress.  Generally, students began and ended the composition process the same, 

but the middle sessions differed depending on the tools used.   

Results from this study indicate that students can compose music regardless of whether 

they use technology or not.  However, technology can offer students several advantages.  It 

allows students to compose music that more closely resembles their musical culture and not 

necessarily the musical culture found in the classroom (Air & Parr, 2001; Barrett, 2003; Bolton, 

2008; Burnard, 2006; Folkestad, et al, 1999, 1998; Gall & Breeze, 2005; Mellor 2007a; Ward, 

2009; Webster, 1994).  Non-technology groups composed music similar to what they learned 

within their music classroom.  The use of iPads freed the students in the technology groups from 

their own technical ability, which in turn gave them a more diverse tonal palette (Airy & Parr, 

2001; Gall & Breeze, 2005).  The non-technology groups were limited to the sounds they were 

comfortable with producing.  However, the technology groups might have been limited too.  The 

technology students had difficulty combining the iPads and acoustic instruments because they 

were limited in the amount of volume the iPad could produce.  If the technology students had 

been more successful combining the acoustic instruments and the iPads they too may have relied 

on what they were familiar and comfortable creating.   
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Technology may have an affect on learning due to the presence of tonal and rhythmic 

abilities.  Results indicate that students using technology showed a greater change in pre- to 

posttest scores of music aptitude for tonal, rhythm, and total scores.  Both groups of students’ 

scores grew, but the technology students’ scores grew more.  This finding is supported by the 

ratings of expert judges.  Overall, the expert judges rated the technology groups higher than the 

non-technology groups in all areas (global, specific, and total music content).   

Implications for Music Education 

 Researchers and music educators should focus on providing students with creative 

experiences that include music composition (Barrett, 2006; Burnard & Younker, 2002; Hickey, 

1997, 2013; Kaschub & Smith, 2009; Kennedy, 2002; Kratus, 1989, 1994; Stauffer 2001, 2002, 

2003; Webster, 2002; Wiggins, 1994, 1999/2000, 2003).  The present study attempted to add to 

the music composition knowledge base by comparing music composition using two different 

approaches.  Results from this study generated several findings for music educators to consider 

when structuring music composition experiences for their students:  

1. Students are able to compose regardless of the tools used for composing (technology 

versus non-technology). 

2. Using technology to compose over time may affect how students answer questions on 

a standard music aptitude test such as Gordon’s AMMA (1989).  Using technology 

more than not using technology may positively affect the acquisition of music 

aptitude and/or music audiation skills.   

3. Composition experiences should be imbedded throughout the curriculum to ensure 

students have multiple composition frameworks.   
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4. Students can reliably report their progress toward the completion of a composition 

task.   

5. Music experts that understand the context of the PK-12 school music classrooms are 

reliable assessors of student’s compositional products.   

6. When assessing students’ compositional or other creative tasks, the assessment 

instrument should adequately reflect what students should be able to create.  To do 

this, students may need more structural guidelines for their work and/or they need to 

see how they will be assessed.    

Recommendations for Future Research  

The results of this study indicate the need for further research in the following areas:  

1. Replicate this study with a wide variety of different types and sizes of student 

populations including different grade levels, socioeconomic statuses, and students in 

band, choir, orchestra, and general music classes.   

2. Examine the affects of technology on music aptitude and audiation.   

3. Examine Consensual Assessment techniques of compositions created with and 

without technology by a wide variety of different types and sizes of student 

populations including different grade levels, different socioeconomic statuses, and 

students in band, choir, orchestra, and general music classes.   

4. Compare the difference of the process and product of composition between students 

using desktop computers and midi keyboards versus students using iPads.   

5. Further examine techniques for students to self-report their progress in completing a 

creative task.    
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6. Explore the role individual students assume in composition groups.  Determine if 

their group roles affect music learning and growth.   

7. Examine the affects of various music training on compositional voice and identity.   

8. Further research is needed designing and testing assessments for rating student 

compositional products.  Specifically developing assessments that reflect the multiple 

media, genres, and styles with which students interact.    
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